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THE RISE 0? FOLK - MUSIC.
10.

FOLK-MUSIC ^TERSU S CHURCH I^USIC.
"God in his infinite goodness, created man rith music in
his soul, and .iielody in his voice so that, ;".'hen he had finished the
work of creation, men and angels might unite in one glorious song
of praise.'^" Human frp.ilty frustrated the oerfect fulfillment of
that divine plan yet through all the ages end in every clime music,
more than any other art, has -oroved helpful in the wofship of the
It
Divine Father.
"Music is tiie chila oT prayer, tne companion of religion,"""
said the French suthor and statesman Francois Chateaubriand, and his
mysticism is snared by those who call music the DIVINE ART. Religion
is an emotional response which seeks an emotional outlet, thus in
music it recognized so powerful a vehicle of emotional feeling —
quick to generate as well as to express the deeoest and most elemental
passion of the heart — that ^union was inevitable. This union pro-
foundly influenced both religion and music.
Singing or Cxianting in unison as a religious rite evolved
as one of the earliest responses to the worship instinct. The rise
of forms and ceremonies, however, led to tne demand for a musical
technique which in turn withdrew sacred music from the mass of wor-
shippers, and intrusted it to a musically trained TDriesthood. As
GOULD - CHURCH MUSIC ~IN TmERICA - P. 2.
3. PrtlCE - THE MUSIC AND HT.vINODY OF THE lylETHODIST HYl^INAL - P. 10.
11.
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often as such a division occurred, sacred music joined the ran'KS of
so-cslled "churchly" or art music, while the God-given music of the
common folic ^-^s left to brea'< forth spontaneously in fol'^-songs.
TI-S UNION OF FO LK IdELODISS 7JITH SACRSD HTJNODY.
Music by itself can only exDress a nervous impression made
by an emotion. Music accomoa.nied by a definite statement starts
thought and imagination. Thus religion early united rith music its
sister art Poetry. This union gave to poetry definiteness and pre-
cision, to music it gave emotional power. Thus tnrough Song both
were combined and each supplied what the other lacked.
Music owes much of its form and power to the church. Evolved
independent of religion, nevertneless it owes its devebpraent to the
fact that relif_ion embraced it and that Christianity adopted it. Thus
when music and hymn-writing — each divine in its own peculiar sense
were united worship found its noblest expression, prayer its most
beautiful form, and praise its loftiest utterance. It is this union
of music and, poetry, of folk-song with the hymns of tne Cnristian
Church that we are to consider under the subject, FOLK MUSIC: ITS RE-
LATION TO CONGREGATIONAL SINGING AND WORSHIP.
This relationship becomes increasingly evident as one traces
this folk-stream from its rising far back in the beginning of the
Christian Church; its frequent suppression by ExjclesiaBticism coupled
with as frequent outbursts through heretical uprisings within the
1-^
i1^
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Ichurch. The intimate union of folic-music with con zregat ione 1 singing
a.nd v.-orship finds strong confirmation tnrough the pages of history.
Yet not simply is it limited to the past. Our modern hymns bear strik
ing testimony to the permanence of this union.
The presentation of this subject thus becomes two-fold: first
a review of the historical moveinents by whicn folk-music entered the
church, and secondly, a survey of modern hymnals to determine the man-
ner in which these great streams of folk-music still continue to con-
tribute to congregational song in tne various denominations of the
Christian Church,
13
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THE

IMU3IC IN T:iS EARLY CliRISTIAN CHURCH.
There was at the beginning no formal brea.k rith the ancient
Jewish Church. The disciples assembled regulcrly in the temple,
worshiped in their priva.te gatherings after the manner of the syna-
gogue service which Christ himself had sanctioned. At Christ's last
supper with his disciples the company sang a hymn which was undoubtedly
the "Great Hallel" of the Jewish Passover celebration^. It ^"bs only
by the introduction of the eucnaristic service that the Christians
deviated from tne venerable forms of their fatners' worsnip. Yet with
the spread of the GrOspel among the Gentiles, the arising of antagonism
between Christians and Jews, and the dismemberment of the Jewish
nation, dependence upon tne Jewish ritual lessened and the new church
came under Greek systems and traditions. "It was the residue of what
\m.s t)ure and reverend, drawn from the tradition of A-ooilos' temple
and the Athenian tragic theatre; it v-as tne form of vocalism which
austere philosophers like plutarch praised that was drafted into the
service of the Gospel.^".
EARLY CHRISTIAN WORSHIP.
The singing of psalms formed a large part of Christian wor-
1. PSALM cxiii - cxviii.
2. DICKINSON - MUSIC IN THE HISTORY OF THE YJESTERN CHURCH. P. 53.
15.
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ship from the very beginning. Hymns of contemporary origin were in
couwiOn use as early as the time of St. Paul, for we find him encourag-
ing the Ephesians and Colossians to use "Psalms, hymns, and spiritual
songs. "^'i This three-fold classification of religious son,^s es given
by the Apostle is generally eccepted to -lean: 1, the ancient Hebrew
psalms; 2
,
hymns tal^en from the Old Testament and not included in the
psalter end since called ^^-f-icles; and 3, con^s created by the Chris-
tians themselves. This latter class points us to the birthtime of
Christian Hymnody. The worshipoers of Christ could not reuiain con-
tent with the Hebrew psalms, for they were not concerned with the
outstanding facts of the new faith. They needed hymns celebrating
Christ, himself; h^nnns radiant with the joy of the Christian hope
in this life and in the life to come. We au.y suo^ose, therefore,
"That a Christian folk-son:^, such as the r^ost-aoostolic age reveals
' 2
'
to us, began to ap-^e-r in the first century. "
The first definite testimony concerning this fact occurs
in the celebrated letter of the younger pliny from Bithynia to the
Emporer Trajan, in the ver-r 11?, in which the Christians are des-
3
cribed as rising before day to sing a hymn. " Lik:ewise Tertullian,
livin-^ im the second century, described an "Agapae" or Love ^east
as follows: "After washing the hands and bringing in the lights,
each man was invited to come forward and sing a hymn in praise of
4God, either from the scriptures or of his own composition. "
1. EPHE3IirNS~Tr~r9.' and 00t7'ljfT"QT
2. DICKINSON - i^USIC IN TH'I HISTORY OF THE V/ESTERII CHURCH. P. 46.
3. " EXCURSIONS IN MUSICAL HISTORY. P. 115
4 . «i II II II II II II
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Paul of SaiTiosata, the first Bishop to appear in pomp under
s baldachin, i^ras deposed from the See of Antioch by the Council of
the Syrian Church about the ^'•esr 265, because he v;ould not permit
the inspirational sing-ing of hymns. Yet in one hundred years the
church had swung so far from its democratic attitude as to forbid
anyone to sing hymns other than the canonical psal^Lists who had the
rig;ht to mount into the pulpit. The Council of Laodicea (343-381)
formally silenced the independent son^. of the ^en-nle, although con-
gregational participation did not entirely cease at that time. So
far as the church was concerned, however, congregational singing
from that tii^ie ^as relegated to the home circle, private worship
end special popular religious functions.
THE GNOSTIC HERS3Y.
Every religious movement means that men are thinking for
themselves, or feeling for themselves, spontaneously and individually
rather than in response to the dictates of authority or tradition. In
such a crisis music becomes the most satisfying outlet for emotion;
it m?k:es the strongest ei-^eal to the hearts of nen; it becomes the
greatest proselyting force.
The newly founded church soon came to regret its departure
from the policy of democracy in worship, for as early as the second
century there arose in Syria a group of heretics called Grl-ICSTICS.
1. HEFFIS - HISTORY OF TliE COUNCIL OF THE CHURCH, tr. by OWBAli.
17.
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These were led by Bardasanes and H3r;nonius at Edessa, Y-fno declared
Christ to be entirely God. They beg-uiled many into their errors by
the charm of their hyruns and i^elodies, so that the historian Xantho-
pulus later observed that Syrian church music largely adopted or
borrowed the melodies of these heretics. To these folk-song tunes,
Ephraem (307-373) , the most prolific as well as the ablest hyriinist
of his time, composed a. large number of hymns which he gave to ortho-
dox choirs to be sung- on Sundays. Largely through the labors of
this one :iian orthodox hyianody reached its climax in the fourth century.
Few of these hymns of the Eastern Church have as yet been translated.
Unfortunately the folk-song melodies which popula.rized them have been
lost entirely.
TIoS ARIAIJ COIITRC^/ERSY.
The third century witnessed a similar uprising in Greek
speaking centres. At Antioch in the days of Paul of Sau^osata and
at Alexandria in the time of St.Athanasius a group of non-conformists
arose who called themselves .iRIANS. Directly adverse to the Syrian
heretics in doctrine this later sect denied the divinity of Christ.
This belief in a hufnan Christ they propagated through the medium of
congregational song. Later developments of the controversy centered
at Constantinople under the rule of Chrysostora. This ^^ood saint,
finding that the popular singing of the heretics was drawing many
18.
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many from the church, organized a systCia of nightly processionals
with choirs bearing silver crosses and lighted tapers as they
marched singing hymns. As the struggle becajne alarming, Arians
and orthodox Christians could be heard about the streets singing
the sa.T:e folk-song melodies to different words. Riots and murders
resulted, but popular singing went on.
The only trace of these early hymns is found in brief
HIRMOI, or tyoiccl stanzas, on which the later hyrnns were modeled.
The School of sixth century hy;nnists led by Homanus lend themselves
more readily to English translations, but so far have not been
used. For the translations and adaptations of C-ree"i hymns of the
seventh, eighth and ninth centuries the modern churr"'^ largely
indebted to Dr. Neale of England. No tunes have been preserved.
Arianisjrn was defeated at the Council if Nicaea in 325.
In tolcen of that victory another phrase was added to the GLORIA
or Lesser Doxology declaring Christ's co-eternity with God in the
words, "A3 IT V!A3 IN THE BEGINNING IS NOW AND EVER SHiiLL 3E , WORLD
\UTH0UT s:jd ,
Ai.lEN."
19.
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CHRISTIAN SONG DURIIIG TIIS LIIDDLE AGES.
It is said that "Antioch was the scene of the adding between
Jewish psalms and Greek melody."^" The sacrificial songs of the Egyp-
tians, the Hebrews and the Greeks were chants; thus in adopting this
form for its Christiaji music the Eastern Church clung to tradition.
THE CHURCH AND ECCLESIASTICAL SUPREMACY.
As early as 350 A.D. Bishop Leontius initiated antiphonal
choir chanting into his church p,t Antioch. This citv cr-ue to be
recognized throughout early Christendom as the home of music and the
center of theology and liturgy. St. Ambrose, ^^hile visiting Antioch,
learned the new type of singing and loved it so well that he carried
it back to Rome and Milan. According to popular tradition, it v.'as
his efforts, augmented by the work of his musical successor, pope
Gregory, that evolved PLAINSOUG, ^vhich has been the basis for the
liturgy of tne Roman Catholic Church from that day to the present
hour. Succeeding centuries -perfected this musical liturgy the like
of which the world has never seen.
It is not strange that churchly music became more and more
ecclesiastical, thus relegating the folk-song of the oeople more
completely to secular life. As the twelfth century drew near, church-
1. LONGFORD - MUSIC AND RELIGION. Ch.5.
rc
men little sensed the religious undercurrents of the time — under-
currents which were destined to brin^ revolt and bloodshed —
undercurrents ^."jhich were soon to tap a hidden source of folk-song
and transform it into a mi:;hty prose lytin^ force even ts in former
days. To understand tnese cross-currents we must glance briefly at
the political growth of the Church.
A'ith the edicts of Constantine early in the fourth century —
which practically made Christianity the reli^:ion of the Roman Empire —
the Church entered upon an era in which ritualistic splendor ke^t
pace with a rapid acquisition of temporal power. The re-adjustment
of Dolitical a.nd social conditions all over Europe compelled the
Church to become in doctrine, worship, and ^lovernment a. single, unified,
spiritual state. Thus the papacy was established as the head from
which all subordinate members derived le^-ality. The preservation
of civilization and righteousness against European savagery led to
the creation of monasteries. To these centers of learning floclced
men of culture and learning, nobles and feudal lords. Men of wealth
gave of their money and lands until the coffers of the Church were
overflowing. Prosperity and prestige bred corrupt ion , -a corruption
so great that Rome beca-ne synonymous with paganism and vice.
THE ALBiaElTES.
The first dissenting voice to be raised against this cor-
ruption came from Toulouse, the capital of the heretical province
21
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of Aquitaine. In 1167 those who called themselves ALBIGEIIILS or
Johannites — because they traced their ori;;^in to Patmos and the eeven
churcnes of Asia — set up a church of the Spirit. Their worship
centered about the H0I3/ Spirit "incorporeal Love". Historians re-
cord how "The plains of the South *Tere the battlefields soaked with
the blood of many crusades against them, which they withstood under
their banner of the Lcmb and the Lyon; the Pyrenees were their fort-
resses and asylums of refuse where they fou^nt- for twenty years against
the two ;riillions and bore the shock of a hundred crusades directed
tov;ard their exter.::inat ion. ^"
Toulouse became the shrine for the greatest minstrels. "The
foundation principles of the troubadours were in essence Albigensian;
sacrifice the essence of love; true love the love of the ideal, there-
2
fore pure and spiritual. " The Albigensian Church enrolled such
great names as Armand d' Amel — called by Petrarch "the Grand ilsster
of Love", Bernard de Ventadour, and ma.ny others. A great historian
wrote with truth that "Poetry was the wings of the heresy angel; the
3two greatest forces of the century were the Innce and the ha.rp. "
The new doctrine sung its way into the hearts of the people
in a. musical language they knew and loved. Many of the songs were made
secular or sa.cred by simpl3'' changing two or three words. Such songs
1. DI0KIN3CIJ - "EXCURSIONS IN MUSICAL HISTORY. P. 117
2. " " " " " P. 118
3. " " " " " P. 118
no
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as the Minnelied "All' Mein (Jedanken sind bei Dir" ("All the thoughts
of my heart are with thee") mi^ht well be sacred in aielody and text
and be addressed to the Virgin Mary, to an earthly lover, or to
Christ. The troubedors ca;ne to play almost as vital a part in teach-
ing as did the oreachers. In fact ;aini3ters often requested the :nem-
bers of their con--i,regat ions to put the serrnon into son^:. Liany of
these Bible teaching son^s still re.i.ain: i.i. 11] i^ATTHEW EIGHTH IS
WRITTEN, a ballad of the stor;ri at sea.
THE WALDEIISIANS.
(1173)
Only seven years later a second heretical group arose, led
by Peter •.'j'aldo, a citizen of Lyon. Txiis j,roup took St» Paul as their
patron and example. Their uprising carne somewhat after this manner:
Peter Wa.ldo , stirred to the depths of his soul by tne death of a
friend p.nd by the son- of a balla.d singer, consulted a priest concern-
ing the way by which he might enter the Kingdom of Heaven. The priest
thouj^^ht lessly answered, "Sell all thou hpst and give to the poor and
thou Shalt nave treasure in heaven."^" Peter literally did as the
priest advised, then, seeking added truth, paid two ecclesiastics to
help him translate the Bible into the dialect of the peoDle. He com-
mitted whole Gospels to mCinory, then went forth in spite of orthodox
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ooposition to fulfill the "Great Co.unission.
Even as the ALBICJ2:ISS doctrines were carried through song,
so the W-^LDEI'ISIaNS spread their belief by troubadours also. One
Rayounard in 1IC3LE L'lCZOIT — written near the end of the twelfth
century — sang of them, "If there be anyone of whom it is said
that he will not slander, nor sweer, nor lie, nor be guilty of dis-
honesty or theft, nor ;^ive himself up to dissoluteness, nor revenge
himself on his enemies, they call him a VAUDOIS (that is a V/alden-
sian) and cry Death to himJ"^"
In 1133 the Council of Verona la.unched a bull against these
non-conformists because they preached without "being sent". Some
few years later Pope Innocent VIII formulated a bull of Extermina-
tion, wnereupon two hundred years of Crusades follox«7ed — Crusades
attended by massacres, tortures, imprisonment, burning at the stake -
all because of tv.'O points of belief, na:aely, Free Sa.lvation through
Jesus Christ c.nd Fa.ith working by Love. Permission wa.s finally
granted these folk to go over Mont Cenis Pass into S^^it zerland. In
the bitter cold of winter pastor. Henri Arnaud led the band on this
perilous journey. Many old men and children perished on the way, but
a weary remna.nt reached Geneva and entered the gates singing that
famous WALDENSIAN chorale on Psalm LXIV — The psalm of fugitive
Israel which Theodore de Beza had translated into their language.
"0 GOD, \VHY EAST THOU CiiST TI-JY PEOPLE OFF?
AND WHY AGAIiJST THEli EURITS THY ANGSR SORS?"
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Three years later five hundred men with their pastor returned across
that sa^ne mountain pass and gloriously re-entered their own country.
Over lookin,^ their native city the little band broke forth with the
same chorale, but now in a triumphant strain,
"ARISE, XD. IN P07SR, PLEAD THIIIE OWN CAUSE."
T:-^E HUSSITE liO'nSMENT.
Nearly fifty years before the birth of Ll^rtin Luther we are
poetically told by an old writer that "The voice of the turtle began
to be heard in the l^nd of Bohemia, as a token that the spiritual
winter was pa.ssing away, and the time of the singing of birds was
1
come. " This was the voice of John Hus who dared to criticize the
Church because it declared crusades of Christians against Christians,
and secondly, because it sanctioned the selling of indulgences. Com-
pelled to a.poear before the Council of Constance in I4l4 to answer for
his heresies, Hus was found guilty a.nd burned at the sta.Ice July G,l4l5.
The news of his martyrdom spread through Bohemia like wild-
fire. Tired with the s^Dirit of Hus, a great military leader, John de
Trocznow — known as zis^a (the One-Eyed) — armed his men vdth their
own great iron flails which every man of them knew how to use. As
they advanced to battle singing the .reat Hussite ;Yar Song, the enemy
would often turn and run without striking a blov;.
"Vv^flRIORS 'OT FOR COD ARE FICHTINC"
they sang, and swung their flails like Jehoshaphat at:ainst the Edomites
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{and the enemy fled.
John Hus realized that there were rays of reaching the
hearts of oeople other than by sermons. Finding' in music a great
aid to his OYm s-oiritual life, he established a school for singers.
More than that he and his faithful fo Hoovers , the Bohemi?>n Brethren
(now knov.TL as Moravians)
,
diligently collected hyinns "Which were
fitted either to Gregorian iuelodies or to popular secular airs. ^"
The Brethren published their first collection of hymns in 1504 in
the Bohemian lang^aage. In 1531 a German version EIN l^W GESANG3UCHIiEN
was published by Michael ".'eiss, Minister of the Brethren's Church at
Landskron, near Fulneck, in Moravia. "FLiVElISPIAW" is an adaptation of
one of the chorales in this book.
The Moravian Brethren, a gentler, milder offshoot of the
Hussites, were invaluable .ausical assistants to the Hussites, as has
been previously shown. To this musical zeal they coupled as great a
zeal for missions, and so Herrnhut becai.ae the center of the first
^reat luissionary movement of modern times. First started on their
work by the "laying on" of Waldensian hands, these "hymn-sinf._ing Mora-
vians" sensed the spiritual needs of the New World and prepared to meet
that need. It r'S.s their singing — in which he joined on the voyage
to America — that affected most profoundly the spiritua.l life and
evangelistic ideals of John Wesley. Some years later in a MOrUiVIAN
service, 7/esley gained the evangelistic passion which sent him forth
as the leader of the new Methodist revival.
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Experiencing- v;ith Luther in his mighty movement for reform,
a unique bond of common endeavor, the Moravians accepted the chorales
of Luther and made them their own. Several of their own distinctive
hymns may still be found, horever, amonK them being- "HYMN LIELCDY' OF
THE BOHEMIAN BRETHREN."^
^r^p i" r r Mir F'T Trf f f 'r 'V f^ "
— v^hich is associated in modern hymnody with M. Bell's poem,
"0 dearest Lord, by .ill adored" — and the beautiful fifteenth cen-
tury "EVENING HY!/N 0? THE MORAVIAN BRETHREN", which furnished the
Dutch organist and composer, Johannes Barend Lit^aw," the theme for
his VARIATIONS.
It is to be regretted that the folk-melodies which so
closely associated themselves with the propagation of religious
truth down through Christian history are lost to modern Psalmody.
Yet during these long- centuries the common ideals and aspirations
of the common folk, molded by influences sacred a.nd secular, slowly
evolved a popular folk-lore which lives and is our Heritage from
the Middle A^es - THE CAROL.
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CAROLS.
'JThat sweeter music can re bring
Than a Carol for to sing
The Birth of this our Heavenly King." - HSRRICK
THE CAROL IN CHURCH TRADITION.
The very first carol ever heard by aiortal ears was that
which the angels sang over Bethlehem's hills in honor of the birth
of our Lordj "GLORY BE TO GOD ON HIGH, ^ITD ON EARTH PEACE, aOODVJILL
TOWARDS LIEN" they sang, and their message has been echoed down
through the ages. The singing of carols becs.me a part of church
tra.dition. We are told tha^t Clement in the first century said to
the priests, "Brethren, ieep diligently the feast days and above a,ll,
the day of Christ's birth. Telesphorus, who became Bishop of Rome
in the year 129, inaugurated tiie custom of singing carols in honor
of the Nativity. Abbe' Lebeuf records the fact that "These songs of
the people were sung in the night of the Nativity in the provinces
and churches of Trance from the ninth century on, — that is from
the time that the La,tin language began to give place to the vernacu-
lar. 2"
The popularity of these carols must have waned during the
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Inext few centuries for William J. Phillips of Queen's College , Oxford,
in his excellent little boolc on carols says t.:.at it i'ths twelve hun-
dred years after the Nativity before the first cerol was sung on
earth.
In the ninth century a heresy '^nown as Manicheism ras brought
from Asia. Minor by the p?ulicipns. During the eleventh and twelfth
centuries they spread over Europe the doctrine that ALL IvIATTSR V/AS
SVIL, that salvation came only by bein;? emancipated from the body. It
was to save the doctrine of the Virgin Birth and the beauty end sacred-
ness of earthly life that in the tiny Italian VillSj^e of Grecia, in
the year 1323, St. Francis of Assisi, that great mystic of the Middle
Ages, ,nade the first Christ.aas creche or crib in the village church,
then led the brethren of his coiiununity in singing Christ-ias hymns in.
honor of the birth of the Savior of the "Vorld. St. Francis' attempt to
vitalize the religion of his day made a profound impression upon the
music of the common folk, for in the historical edition of Hymns An-
cient and Modern we are told that with the coming of the orinting
press the vernacular tongue began to assert itself, thus e^ffording
opportunity for the translation of the most popular Latin hymns and
Sequences. 3ut even when translated these musical forms were not
easily grasped by the multitude whose "IIAIII POPUL/iR OUTPUT IN S1;GLA1TD,
FRANCS a.nd GERliANY ALIKE FAD BEEN UP TO THE END OF TKi. FIFTEENTH
CENTURY IN TTS FORIJ 0^ CAROLS.^"
1. CAROLS:" "THEIR ORIGIN ,MUSrC~AND CONNECT ION"^^flTMYSTERY PLAYS.
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CHARACTERISTIC EUROPEAN CAROLS.
In all countries the C8,rols differed from hyrnns in that
they were characterized by e free ba-llad style of -vvords and a
lighter type of uelody. Moreover, a large proportion of them em-
bodied various legendary erabe llishrnents of the Gospel narrative,
rith a number of at)0cryph8l incidents connected with the birth and
early life of Jesus Christ.
Mr. Fuller-Mait land"^ has edited some carols of the fifteenth
century, and among them- are some of the best of the old religious
carols. From his collection comes the SALUT..CIOUN CAROL which ranks
first among medieval folk-song. This famous carol has two sets of
words — one in Latin in praise of the Virgin Mary, and one in English
in praise of English ale.
Saiutac\oun Carou.
"
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While carols grew up around the Virgin, around legends
such as the BOAR'S HEAD or the APPLE or CHERRY TREE, about Nature,
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Iand about Seasons of the year, yet by f?r the rjxeater nuiiiber of
sacred folk-songs attached themselves to incidents and legends of
the Nativity.
The shepherds -rere very popular and so in an old Austrian
song one shepherd calls to the others
"SHEPHERDS, NOW GO 'AE TO YON FaIR BETHLEHEM TOWN,
WHERE IN A MANGER THE LORD CHRIST HAS COME DOWN."
He c:-^utions them thus,
"ENTER YE SOFT, LEST THE BABE BE ASLEEP, -,
MARY, HIS MOTHER, HER WATCH O'ER HIM DOTH KEEP. "
His kindly heart likewise promrDts him to suggest that they take a
lamb es a gift to the Holv Faroily, in order that tnere may be food
for Mary and Joseph ana a warm fleece for their baby.
Songsters have always been fond of imagining the stir in
Bethlehem on that ^lativity nirht , r^.d how excited the neo'ole must
have been. An old French folk-song describes a villager who hears
the stir and rushes forth to inquire, then is told that Christ has
been born in his little village.
"GOOD NEIGHBOR, TELL WHY THAT SOUND,
TliAT NOISY TUivIULT RISING ROUND,
AWAKING ALL IN SLUMBER LYING?
TRULY DISTUi^ING ARE THESE CRIES
.iLL TP-ROUGH THE QUIET VILLvGE FLYING,
GOME, YE SHEPHERDS, WiUCE , hRISSI"
"WliAT, NEIGHBOR, THEN DO YE NOT KNOW,
GOD HxiTH APPEARED ON EARTH BELOW?
AND NOW IS BORN IN MANGER LOWLY!
IN HUIvIBLE GUI3S HE OAJE THIS NIGHT,
SIMPLE AND MEEK, THIS INFANT HOLY,
YET HOW DIVINE IN BEAUTY BRIGHT l"
1. DICKINSON - EXCURSIONS IN MUSICAL HISTORY. P. 104.
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}"GOOD IJEIGH30R, I MUST lilAKS AMEND,
FORTH^/VITH TC BRING HIM ''/ILL I SSI'TD,
AID JOSEPH -.ITH THi; GSlITLE LlOTHSR;
WHEN TO LIY HOICE THESE THREE I BRING,
THEN V.'ILL IT JAR OUTSHINE ALL OT^-^ER,
A PALu\OE FAIR ?0R GREATEST KING! " ^
It seems apparent, therefore, that the main stream of folk-
music, which found expression in the early Christian Church, could
not be submerged but broke forth a^ain in the form of oopular, snon-
taneous carol singing.
ENGLISH Ci^ROLS.
In En^^le.nd the carols were the outgrowth of the Mystery
plays which were so much frequented during the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries. Groves in his DICTIONARY OF MUSIC AND IvIUSIOIANS says,
"Indeed it see;iis probable that the direct source of Christ;jas carols,
as we understand the term, is to be found in similar compositions
which were introduced between the scenes of the MYSTERIES or MIRilCLS
PLAYS, the great religious and popular entertain.nent s of the Middle
Ages"." Longfdrd sr)eaks of the MIRiVCLE PLuiYS (twelfth to sixteenth
centuries) as g,iving considerable scope to popula.r religious rnusic
then concludes with the significant sta.tement, "They were in fact
THE PROGENITORS OF THE CAROL." ^
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The simple religious drama of the twelfth century Tras ^^re-
sented either in the church or in its immediate vicinity on sacred
ground. Priests were the actors. The increasin;^ popularity of such
sacred draiaatic presentations in time compelled the introduction of
lay actors, a.nd the drama moved to the village green. Ecclesiastical
influence gradually lessened mtil during the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries the a.ctors were selected with great ca.re from the members
of the various trade g:uilds. Under the regime of guild production
almost every town of importance had its o\m collection of plays. Thus
there developed four great cycles of MIRACLE PLAYS which have been
preserved: the YoriC, Chester, and Coventry plays, so-called, because
they were performed in those places, and the Townley plays, which
take their name from Townley Hall in Lancashire where the original
manuscripts were kept for i^any years.
Between the scenes of these x)lays were introduced carols.
These carols attained such DOpularity that bands of musicians were
added to the regular play casts. Native carols thus evolved even as
did the MYSTERIES themselves. One of the finest carols of this period
grew out of the famous Coventry cycle of r)lays. This SONG OF THE NUNS
OF COVENTRY commemorates tne Biblical incident of the Flight into
Egypt, and expresses deep sympathy for the peril which that journey
involved.
During the reign of Henry VIII (1509-1547) and later it vias
one of the duties of the choir of the Chapel Royal to sing carols be-
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fore the sovereign. This gave rise to a type of elaborate com-
position unlike the simple song's of the people. With the estab-
lishment of the Puritan re'gime about a hundred years later, a. ban
wa.s pla.ced on olays of all throes, the Christinas celebrations were
declared illegal, and caroling declined. This condition prevailed
not only during the Refor.ua tion but through the Elizabethan period
8.S well. Jeremy Taylor (lol3-loo7) and otners of his era sought to
compose suitable carols, but they rere unable to write a.nything cor(t-
parable to the old folic carols which had come into being without
the influence of conscious ert.
As in foriner centuries , however , the voice of the common folk
was not completely silenced. In spite of Puritan decree, the older,
simpler carols still lived in the more rei;iote sections of Britain.
Retained in the hearts of the people and passed down verbally from
generation to generation, these heart songs were ready to be redis-
covered by any who /night realize their value. The nineteenth century
witnessed such a rediscovery, diarliest among tne discoverers was
Davies filbert F.R.3., F.A.S. etc. of London, who, in 1622, published
SOME A.TCIENT CHRISr^IAS CAROLS V/ITH TIS TUITES TO WHICH THEY 7.ERE
FORl^RLY SUKG IN THE WEST OF E:^5UITD. This ne did "Being desirous of
preserving them in their actual forms... as sr)ecimen.s of times now
passed away, and of religious feelings superseded by others of a dif-
1
ferent cast. " Another reason he gives for so doing is tne delifiht the^
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Iafforded him in his youth, when, as he seems to imply, they were
sung in the churches on Christmas Day, and in private houses on
Christmas Eve. This book, valuable and scarce, is the nucleus for
all our modern collections. Gilbert ms not a musician, so he did
not ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE THE TUNES as many later collectors have done.
CHRISTI.CAS CAROLS, ANCIENT AND HODERN by W.B.Sandys, 1833,
is another attempt at preserving old English carols. While the
"settings of some tunes are excruciating" according to Nicholson
and Gardner, yet here we first find such favorite songs as THE FIRST
N0\1/ELL, A CHILD THIS DAY IS BORN, THE LORD AT ?IRST HAD ADAM MADE,
the fine ringing tune to GOD REST YOU LIERRY, GENTLEMEN, THIS IffiW
CHURCH CAROL, TO-I-IORRC:' SHALL BE MY DANCING DAY, I SAW THREE SHIPS
COME SAILING IN ON CHRISTMAS DAY, JOSEPH -.VAS AN OLD MAN, and WHEN
JESUS CHRIST WAS TAELVE YEARS OLD."^
In Bummarizing briefly it may be noted that. Carols grew up
as a vital part of church tradition. Wherever the story of the
Christ was told, tnere the cominon folk sang their carols of pra.ise.
Caviled forth in periods of religious revivals or church festivals
where the hearts of the people were touched by the vivid retelling
of Bible stores; by Crusades end pilgrimages where many r)eople travel-
ing together passed their time in song and story; by the Mystery Play
presentations which heightened their sense of the pictorial qualities
of the scenes from the life of Christ — all of these influences
called forth collections of carols which resounded throughout Northern
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Europe, the central Teutonic provinces, and the Latin states as v:ell.
7;riters in our day are attemptin^T to produce carols in the
old style, but throughout the world at the Christmas season C&thedral,
church, and chapel bear witness to the beautiful simplicity and sincer-
ity of the song of the coioi-non folk. The carols of the people shall
abide, and throu.2,h their beautiful melodies a V70rld sliall writ'e in
singing
"THE BIRTH OF THIS OUR KEA^/ENLY KING."
36.
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THji: PRGTZSTaIIT reform^.tion.
The main streara of folk-music continued on its ^^^^ay, gather-
ing here and there a new impetus from the lesser currents which joined
it. From the earliest days of Christian history each new heresy had
afforded an opportunity for expression to the common folic. The vital
religious desires of their hearts found truest expression, however,
through their CAROLS rather than through those martial airs which
clothed their songs of doctrina.l controversy. Therefore when murmur-
ings in Bohemia and other European provinces finally took form as a great
Protestant Refor,.iat ion it was not stra.ni.e that tne message of the new
movement was sung in the true folk-song of the people.
THE GERIIAN CHORALE.
"When Martin Luther struck the raignty blow at the spiritual
and political power of Rome, which loosened a large part of Northern
Europe from its grasp and changed the whole current of the world's
religious thought, it was quite natural that there was a resounding
echo in the musical methods and forms of expression tnat accompanied
the msnifold developments of this new religious movement."^"
1. THE ART OF MUSIC. VOL. VI. P. 77.
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)ITS ORIGIN.
Luther loolced upon the entire uiernbersnip of the Christian
Church as a universal priesthood rith access to the Fether through
one mediator, Jesus Christ. This freer, more deniocrstic conception
of the church plrced a major emphasis upon the con^^regat ion rather
than on the priesthood. It was Luther's fervent desire to bring
all elements of the church service rithin the comprehension of the
people, and so after the translation of the Bible had been finished
Luther turned his attention to music.
"Luther himself had ^rown up with the old German carols and
songs on his lips; and he knew the power that such means might exert,
both for the revival of religious enthusiasm and for the oropagation
of the reformed views. ^" He also realized the good done by the fol-
lowers of Hus, but as their hymns were first published in a foreign
tongue he was unable to use tnem. In 1524 he wrote to his friend
Spalatin,as follows; "I propose after the example of the prophets and
of the early fathers, to write for the people some German hymns and
spiritual songs, so that, by the help of song, the word of God may
abide among them.' " Several allusions in his letters show that he
took the Psalms as his model. His hymns were not intended for the
teaching of dogma, but as simple, spontaneous outbursts of loV'e a,nd
reverence to God.
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^il/hile Luther's hymns often burn ^d.th a patriotic and
moral fire, there are others in a tenderer strain, breathing the
inward peace which conies from trust in God. An exalted inood is
disclosed in such hymns as "NUN FRSUT EUCH, LISBEN CHRI3TEII G'l.^EIN",
and "VON HIlvILiSL HOOH DA KO:;IM ICH HER" — the latter a Christmas song
said to have been written for his little son H?.ns. Of the former
h3rmn the editor of a German hymn-book published in 1535 says, "I do
not doubt that through that one song of Luther, 'NUN ?REUT EUCH, LIEBEN
CHRISTEN G'l^illlN', .i.any hundred Christians have been brought to the
fa.ith who otnerwise would not have heard of Luther.-''" An indignant
Jesuit declared that "Luther's songs have damned more souls than all
his books and speeches. ^" ?/e read marvelous stories of the effect of
these hymns; of wandering eva.ngelist ics standing in the market-places,
singing to excited crowds, then distribut inc: the hymns upon lea.flets
so that the whole populace might join in song, and so Tinning entire
cities to the new fa.ith in a few days. This is not difficult to be-
lieve when we consider that these hymns expressed truths for which
their souls had long thirsted, in forceful lang^aage , and in melodies
which they had long known and loved.
MUSICAL SETTINGS.
Along with the writing of hymns must go the composition or
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arrangeiaent of tunes. Do\m to a very recent period it has been
universally believed that Luther was a tune-ina.cer , and that he
composed the melodies for many of his hymns. As many as 157 melodies
rere at one ti:ne attributed to him. This confusion has resulted
through a misunderstanding of tne vjoTd "compose" vMich originally
meant TO ARPLINGE. Throughout tne history of the Medieval church the
invention of tnemes for musical rorks was no oart of the coraooser's
business. Down to about the year 1600 the scientific musician slv/ays
borrowed his themes from older sources. This custom orevailed in
Germany during Luther's tiine. The musicio.n was, therefore, a tune-
setter, not a tune-maicer.
In furnishing tunes to the hymns of the new movement , Luther
found an able .assistant in Johann !Valther. To give voice to these
new religious aspirations they had recourse to the old Gregorian
melodies, and to two -oopular sources: "Tne rich treasury of religious
folk-son^ that had been in existence for centuries and a contemporary
secular folrc-song of the more noble and sedate type."^" In thus trans-
ferrin =; tne familiar and beloved melodies of hoaie and social life to
the use of the sanctua.ry, a.n intimate and personal relation of the
congrega.t ion to the church service was established that was wholly
la.ckin^: in the old church association.
The melodies to which Luther and his followers associated
their hyi-nns formed the basis for the type of church hymnody called
the CHORilLE. These tunes are recognized as the most chara.cterist ic
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feature of the Refor.nation. Mar'.ced loy DSVOTIOIUL EAHlTSSTiffiSS and
Rreat DIJNITY, some of them are strong and inassive , as though hewn
from great roc'tc; others are appealing and intimate in nature.
This spirit of earnestness and dignity found its highest
expression in tne noble chorale "ZliJ' FESTE BURG", which Lutner is
said to have composed aurin^ the most critical period of his life —
^'hen he and his follorers were threatened with death snd their
teachings with annihilation. This celebrated hymn, suggested by
the forty-sixth Psalm, was called by Heine "THE MARSEILLAISE CF THE
REFORi^lATION" . Frederick the Great called its ..^elody (not without
reverence) "GOD AUIIGHTY'S GREIIADIER liARCH"
.
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"This melody sr)read like wildfire through the land; it became the
war-song of the country, and was sung by the soldiers as they ad-
vanced to battle; a.nd it cheered the heait of l^elanchthon and his
friends when, a.fter Luther's death, they were driven into exile. As
they entered 'Veimar they heard a little ;-:irl sin^king the tune, •Sing-
on, my child', sa,id the exiled Reforiner, 'thou little Icnowest how
thy song cheers our hearts.'"''' It was sung a century later by the
army of Gustaves Adolphus when he overcame tlie Catholic forces in
the great battle of Leipzig. Coming down to later times, when war
v^s declared in 1370 between France and Germany the German nation
once more found in Luther's ^reat chorale the fittest expression of
their oatriotisra.
The story of this melPdy also had an indirect influence
upon the awakening in tne ICnglish Church during the ei;..iiteenth cen-
tury. In 1723 a group of Moravians were assembled for worship in
the house of one of tneir leaders nomed RitchSiiiann. Those were days
of -oersecution,and an officer was sent to seize their books and dis-
miss the assembly; but when he entered the house the dauntless group
arose and sang"EIN' FESTE BUaG". For this set twenty were arrested
and imprisoned. After much suffering some escaped from prison. It
was one of these who, with a little band of followers, reached England
on the way to America. On their journey they -rere joined by the two
Wesleys. It was this contact vjith Moravian influence and doctrine that
influenced John "leBley to begin the great Methodist revival.
1. LIGHTWOOD - HYMN TUNES AI^tD THEIR STORY. P. 5.
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^d^vard Dicicinson in his suthor itat ive test on the history
of church music surn^narizes the contribution of Luther as follows:
"It Fas not simply that Luther charged the populnr hymnody Tith. the
energy of his vjor Id-transforming doctrine, — he also aeve it a dig-
nity which it had never possessed before. Both these facts ga.ve the
folk-hymn its wonderful proselyting; power in the sixteenth century
the la.tter gives it its import:?nce in ti.e history of church music. ""^
It v"es the genius of Luther which made hymn-singing develop into a
universB.l custom throughout the Reformed Church.
PERPETUATING THE CHORALE.
We come nov/ to those agencies which were res-oonsible for
perpetuating the chorale not only in Grermany but also in England.
The first hymn-book of evnn/elical Ger-aany was published
in 1534 by Luther's co-worker, Johann ^Yalther. It contained four
hymns of Luther, three of Paul Speratus, and one by an unknown
author. The same year a, second book -^-ler^red with fourteen more
hymns by Luther. Six more from Luther's pen appeared in Walther's
1535 edition. The remaining twelve hymns of the Reformer were
printed in five song-books of different dates ending with Klug'
s
in 1543. The example of Luther was contagious. Other hymn writers
spra.ng up and produced songs similar to his in spirit a.nd form. Koch
records the na.mes of fifty-one writers who endowed the new German
2
hymnody between 1517 and 1560. In the works of ell he finds one
1. DICKINSON - HISTORY OF MUSIC IN T:iE ^'^STERN CHURCH. ?,?A2-^AZ.
2. KOCH, GESCHICHTE DSS KIRCI^2TLIEDES UlID KIRCHEGESANGES DER
CHRISTLICHEN INSBESONDERE DER DEUTSCHEN STANCE LI SCI-IEN KIRCHE.
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couiiiion feature — trie character of OBJECTIVITY. All are genuine
church hyinns and in tnein the coijiraon faith is expressed in its uni-
versality, without the subjective feeling of personality. Song-books
multiplied so rapidly that p/c Luther's death no less than sixty col-
lections, counting the various editions, had been issued.
The production of i^elodies kept pace with the hymns through-
out the sixteenth century. In tne early seventeenth century a large
number of the most beautiful melodies of the Oerman church were con-
tributed by such men as Johann Crjger, Andreas Hammerschinidt , lUel-
chior Frank, J.B.Ahle, Johann Schop, Michael Altenburg, and others
less notable. PRiUIS PIET..TIS i^iELICH by Johann Crjger (1598-1362)
may be said to constitute the .nainstream of Lutheran hymnody in the
middle of tae seventeenth century. By 1733 it had rea.ched a total
of over 1,300 hymns and fifty-seven editions.
In 1613 the Thirty Years Vfer broke out, and by the time it
had spent its fury the Reforiaa.t ion enthusiasm had waned. Italian
secular music came as a non-church influence offering greater oppor-
tunities for artistic satisfaction than did the plain congregational
chorale. Eighteenth century rationalism, accompanying a period of
lifeless formalism and of doctrinal controversies, served to repress
the enthusiasm of popular hymnody. PIETISli arose as a more or less
effective protest, and served to introduce a v.rarmth into the church
service which was badly needed. Musically it accomplished little,
for the Pietists either discouraged music completely or else adopted-
a, sentimental, effeminate style of hymnody. Sdmund S.Lorenz in his
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CHURCH XJSIC compares t::e PIE 3TI STIC FOLK-SONG to the modern Gospel
Song which has gained such popularity in the United States. In the
tuneful, devout ness of this new type of Genaan fol^c-song he finds
the source for many of the tunes of Lowell Mason. Whatever compari-
son may be made concerning these two types of religious music, his-
torians a^ree that PI2TI3M was unable to checlc the secular influence
of the Italian opera with its prettinesses and languishing graces.
As the art-sona flourished, the honest, sincere song of the Toeople
declined. The chorale still lives, but its homely vigor is gone,
lost until sach a time as a real revival of spirituality shall stir
the popular heart to a reli^^ious zeal coiflparable to that which glowed
in the age of the Reformation.
The wholesome zeal of the German chorale carried^it abroad.
Coverda.le, while visiting Germany, became much impressed with the
chorale-singing in that country. In 1539 he issued his GCOSTLY PSAIlviS
AND SPIRITUAL SONGS in order — as his introduction states — that
"The youth of England might chnnge their foul and corrupt ballads into
sweet songs and spiritual songs in God's honor. '^i' Among the melodies
in this book is Luther's well-knov.'n Ein' Feste Burg. Coverdale's at-
tempt to introduce German chorale singing was promptly nipped in the
bud by Henry VIII, who put the new song-book on the list of prohibited
works. Sxceot for two tunes introduced by the Puritans during Eliza-
beth's reign C^OPS AND TURK" and "OLD 112TH0 , little was heard of
Chorales until 1708 when LYRt^ DRYIDICA a,pt)eared. In this volume were
t; LORiii^z - CHURCH wjwnT:—v.'mr,
2. LIGHTWOOD - HYI-IN TUNES AND TIEIR STORY. P. 20.
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included"EIN' FESTE BURGV^ISSITACH" "SISEPERS/'.'AKE" •jIORIIING STAR", and
others not noiv in use.
V/hat see:us to ^De the first important collection of Chorales
published in England was the one edited by John Christian Jacobi, and
published by J. Young in 1732, PSAUIODIA GERllANICA, as it was called,
included"OLD IISTH", "OLD 113TH", "OLD 125TH" and even^OLJ HUNDREDTH",
classing all of these as German tunes. (His claim to the latter is no
lon£;er recc^nized. ) Jacobi included fifty chorales in the work, about
half of which are still found in iuodern collections.
A great impetus to chorale-singing came from John Wesley,
who included several chorales in the tune-books he issued for his fol-
lowers during tiie eighteenth century. By this time the Moravians had
adopted the Lutheran chora.les alxnost entirely, and two collections
were published for their use. One appeared in 1744 and a second about
1800, the latter being, edited by Rev. C.I.LaTrobe, who \ra.s for a long
time secretary to the Moravian Brethren in England, L^.Trobe assisted
Seeley in the production of his DEVOTIONAL HARI'OIcY in 180S
,
consequent
ly that work includes many chorales also.
Thus by the nineteenth century Germa.n chorales had won a
secure pla,ce in our church music. The Oxford Movement, which re-dis-
covered much of our for^-otten Greek and Latin heritage, also delved
into original sources in order to bring back the chorales in their
original form. The best English edition is that by Sterndale Bennett
and Otto Goldschmidt published in 1862-4. Their historical notes are
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fparticularly valuable. The standard rori: of reference on the whole
subject is DIE MSLODISN DER DEUTSCIEN EVANaELISCHEN KIRCHENLIEDER by
Dr. Zahn (1889-1890). This v^otX gives the source or composer of
approximately four thousand Chorales. Miss V;inkworth's CHRISTIAN
SINGERS OF 3ERI'iANY also contains much interesting material.
In brief we have seen how the German Chorale, voicing the
highest ideals of the Reformation, became the ;iey-note of the move-
ment. Sung to the native melodies of the people, these son^-S sprea.d
the new spirit throughout Germa.ny and even into England. For a second
time follc-song became an integral -o^rt of the music of the Christian
Church.
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CALVIITISTIC PSAmODY.
The iiiusic of the ReforiLation is said to nave begun in the
Teutonic world of LUTHER and continued in the Romance world of Oalvin.
An investigation into cnurch history reveals the significant fact that
throughout central Europe and the British Isles a Puritan psrty was
evolving. In Europe it tooic the form of PURITANISM VS. RITUALISM; in
the British Isles it was PRESBYTSRiANISk VS. AIiaLICANISi^;. The
chief fountain-head of this Puritan doctrine was John Cslvin, whose
extraordinary personal ascendency vas sho\'m not only in the adoption
of his theolog-ical system by so large a section of the Protesta.nt
world, but also in the fact that his ideas concerning the ideal and
method of worship were treated with almost equal reverence. (In ;nany
localities they have prevailed even down to the present day.) Conscious
of certa.in harmful tendencies in ritualism, he uncompromisingly de-
clared ALL LITURGY an offense to Sod, and returned to the sin,-:ing- of
metrical transla.tions of the Psalms as the only musical observance
permitted in the sanctuary.
PSALM-SINGING AT G^NKVA.
Converted to Protestantism in 1534, ana forced to leave
Basle, John Calvin tooic refuge at the court of the Duchess Rente,
mho was famed for her piety. Here he met the fFamous poet Clement
48.
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Marot — also in exile — 'rho became one of the first disciples
of tlie Refor...at ion in l^'rance. In 1538 this notable poet began to
trc'nslate the psa.Lns into ^'rench verse, and so -oopuls.r did they be-
come at the dissolute court of Francis I, that every courtier and
lady chose a favorite Psalm and had it naiiied in his or her honor, even
as the old dances had been nanied. Marot » s o.UJCTES CHANSCNETTSS were
sung to the ballad tunes that had anything but halloaed associations.^"
This court fashion ras short-lived, however, for the theological doc-
tors of the sorbonne, suspecting some mysterious connection between
Marot 's psa.lms and the heretical Protestant doctrines, compelled him
to flee. In 1543 the unfortunate poet joined Calvin's religious com-
monv7ealth at Geneva.. Calvin had already adopted thirty-five of
Marot 's psaLns for his con^re<_,at ion, and now the poet translated
twenty more, ?,'hich he characteristically dedicated to the Ipdies of
France. Puritanism was thus indebted to a "notorious writer of love
2
songs", a.s Lon;^ford puts it, for its hyinns of congregational praise.
Of these psalms set to popular tunes we still have such songs a.s "BY
THE WATERS OF BABYLON".
Thomas Vifa.rton in speaking o-p t'-^-^ -oeople's interest in the
newly introduced psalins calls it pn "Infectious frenzy of sacred song.
It was a si;2,n by which men's affections to the work of the
Reformation were everywhere measured. " The psalms of Marot thus
1. LCRENZ - PR:iCTICAL CHURCH MUSIC. P. 159.
2. LONGFORD - MUSIC AND RELIGION. P. 110.
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tfurnished Calvin with seed for the harvest of noble psaLa singing,
which is even yet oeini; reaped.
Marot died in 1544, end his tasic of psa]jn translation was
given to Theodore de Beja, a staunch convert to the Reformed faith,
who beca.ue professor of Gree,-c in the nev; University at Lusanne. In
the year 1553 Beza's translations were finished; and the G-El^rEVA
PSALTER, how complete, "W«§ set to old Trench tunes which were to.cen,
lilce .nany of the German chorales, from popular secular songs?" " In
setting these -osalms to music only the melody was provided, for Calvin
desired strictly unison sin^in^. As he, hiiiiself, said, "Those songs
and melodies v:hich are composed for the mere pleasure of the ear, and
all they call ornamental music, and songs for four parts, do not be-
hoove the majesty of the church, and cannot fail to greatly displease
God. " Upon his return to Geneva in 1542, Calvin therefore sought
one to whom he might give this tasl£ of providing .nelodies for the
psalms. He chose the Pails composer, Louis Bourgeois, who lived at
Geneva from 1545 until 1557. The musician did not always talce kindly
to the restrictions which Calvin placed upon him, but one orison ex-
perience convinced him of the futility of rebellion. His duties con-
sisted solely in securing suitable melodies for the psalms, and these
he either adapted from secula.r sources or constructed out of existing
material. There is nothing to show tnat any of these airs was his own
composition, even though modern hyinn-books attribute them thus.
T, DICKINSON - MUSIC IN TIiF, HISTORY CF THE V.SSTEHN CHURCH. P. 380.
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tThe iiiost celebrated of these early tunes is the cloxology
in long metre, mnown as "OLD HUNDREDTH", althouc^h it t.-8S ori-.inally
sung to the 134th Psalxn. A careful examina.tion of this tune re-
veals the fact that the four lines v;hich compose it are of co.iirLon
occurrence in other tunes, ana may 5ven be traced in old plain-
song- inelodies. Thus we see the way in which Bourgeois constructed
his tunes.
OLD HUNDREDTH.
.
^ ^ -^r-^. ' " . } ^
The GrSlEVAN PSALTER — sometimes called the FREirCH — also supplied
"OLD 124th", "OLD 134th", and"COMANDLGDNTS TUNE" (also called "AUDI
ISRAEL")
,
which was set to the metrical version of the Co!nmand:rient
s
beginning "He£ir, Israel".
"OLD 113TH", although popularized in the GEIvTEVAN PS.^LTER,
cen be traced further back:, and is said to be Genevan in origin. It
is found in a collection of chorales published at Strasbury in 1537
by Kophl under the name of PSAL.M UND GEI3TLICHE LIEDER. Originally
one of the longest tunes in the psalter — 13 line 8^ — it was
1. LIGHTWOOD - HYi^N TUliES AND THEIR STORY. P.371.
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shortened to a 6 line 8^ early in the eighteenth century, and since
then h£.s been one of the .uost popular of the old psaltn tunes. "OLD
113TH" '-Tae a special favorite of John Wesley* s, who clv.'ays used to
sing it to ^.^att's hymn "I praise my .'naker rhile I've breath". It was
the last tune which lin^sered on his lips as he lay dying in his room
in City Road, London, in 1791.
At first the psalms were unharLionized melodies, but betv.'een
1532 and 1565 a four-part counterpoint, with the melody in the tenor
as v/as customary, wB..e s.dded. This was the work of a Netherlander,
Claude Goudimel, who was one of the leading jnusicians of that day.
For this work he was suspected of S3rmpathy tor.-ard the Huguenot party,
and perished in the .nsssacre on St .Bartholomew' s nip.ht in 1573.
While these things had been going on in Geneva, a strong
Puritan party had likewise been arising in England and Scotland.
Attempts to create an En^-lish psalmody were cut short by the death
of Edward VI. 'A'ith the advent of Catholic Mary, refugees from
England and Scotland fled to the Puritan haven at Geneva, where they
found others of the faith already asseaibled — Huguenots from France
and other exiles, all under the leadership of John Calvin.
A. visitor to Geneva in 1557 recorded his impressions of the
colony as follows: "A most interesting sight is offered in the city
on the week days, when the hour of the sermon approaches. As soon as
the first sound of the bell is heard, all shops are closed, all con-
versation ceases, all business is broken off, and from all sides the
people hasten into the nearest meeting-house. There each one draws
52.
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from his pocicet a small book containing the psalins with notes, and
out of full hearts, in the native speech, the con^^regation sings be-
fore and after the sermon. Everyone testifies to .r.e how great con-
1
solation ana edification is derived from this custom. "
Here the Puritan party — as it cauie to be called — drew
up a form of service to which they attached the aietrica.l versions of
the psaliiis, together with tunes fa.niliar to the different groups. Five
men were delegated to do this, two of theai being John Knox, the Scotch
reformer, and W. Whittingham , of England. Their work culminated in
the AlTaLO-:^SNSVAiT PSALT"2R, r^ublished in 1553 and another edition in
1558. "These two books may be called the fountain-head of English
psalmody, for here we find tunes that v;ere sung regularly in our English
churches for oetween two and three hundred years.
Such was the origin of Calvinistic psalmody which wa.B the
chosen and exclusive form of praise employed for the greater part of
two centuries by the Refor^ied churches of Sxvitzerland
,
France, the
Netherlands, and the Puritan congregations of England, Scotland, and
America.
PSAUiODY IN ENGLAND.
As early as the year 1549 there was published in England
the first edition of what later beca/ne the fatuous STERIJHOLD AND
1. LUTKIN - MUSIC IN THS CliURCH. P. P. 33-64.
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IHOPKINS' P3ALL1S. Sternold, a gentleman of the -^rivy chajmber to
Sdward VI, died in that sa;ue year; but Hopkins carried on the work
with the aid of '.Vhittin^iham and others until 1553. Exiled during
Mary's reign, these English Puritans carried rith them to Geneva
their psalms anu tunes. ?/e have seen ho^T their psalmody contributed
to the great AITGL0-GEJI2VAN P3ri,LTER 7;hich was compiled there.
Soon a.fter Elizabeth Cfune to the throne, she issued to the
clergy permission for the singing of hymns. The plea.sure of the re-
turned Puritans in this new privilege is shown by the record of the
historian Strype, v.ho tells us hoiY in September, 1559, ^o^-du the new
morning prayer at 3t .Antholin ' s , the bell beginning to ring at five,
rhen a psclm v;as sung after the Genevan fa.shion, alliiie men, v:omen
and boys singin^, together
.
Meanwhile the versification of psalms
continued until, in 1562, the complete edition of STERNHOLD AND HOP-
KINS was published. Longford, in discussing this -r^sa.lter, sa.ys that
they (the editors) produced imitations of Marot's works WlHoH, set
o
to ballad and dance tunes, caught the popular fancy. " That the so-
called OLD '7SRSI0N gave universal satisfaction is unquestioned. It
maintained its popularity for full two hundred and thirty years, pass-
ing through six hundred end one editions, until it came at la.st to be
respected as almost equa.lly inspired with the Bible itself.
On December 3, 1693, William III officially sanctioned a new
1. LI3HT?:00D - HTi^N TUNES ATD THEIR STORY. P. 31.
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Iversion by Tate and Brady. Such ection vas not intended to cha.nge
general usage, however. It simply alloiTed the Tii^RSICN to exist
along side the OLD. The TATE AND BRADY PSALTER, in its sixth edition
(1708), created a new precedent by adding a SUPPLE LIENT in T^vhich were
printed some thirty new tunes by native composers. The advent of
this, and earlier Supplements, points us to the birth time of a native
English psalmody which became known as the OLD EIIaLISH HYL^N. This
kymnody retained the solid dignity of the old osalms through such
splendid tunes as "H.IN0*7ER" , "OLD 133TH" , "D.^v;aLL" , "ST. A!'^^"
,
"ST. FLAVIAN", ".VINCHSSTER OLD", and "TALLIS' CaNOIJ" . The anonymous
"arranged" tunes of early psaLnody thus gave place to the tunes of
Tallis, Croft a.nd other musicians of their day. To these men may
justly be given the credit for tne fine, solid, English h^^nody which
has formed the bpcCl-cbone of Anglican hymnody down through the years.
Thus PSAluODY, old and new, held t.-.e pree.iiinence throughout
the Reformation period. But as the fires, of conflict died, the
religious zeal seemed to die also. ForiJii lism a^nd Pha.risaical routine
settled aov.Ti over the established church and dissenting sects alike.
The practice of "lining out", which attained such a hold upon psalm-
singing congregations throughout Grea.t Britain and the New World, des-
troyed every particle of musical charm in the psalm tunes. The number
of tunes in common use grew less and less, until scarcely a half dozen
were icnown by any congregation. 7/ith the coming of the eighteenth
century a star of hope arose on the horizon in the person of Isaac
V.'atts, forerunner of the great V/esleyan movement. It was the more
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ipersonal, emotional hymns of V/atts — a version of rhich appeared
in 1719 — before \Thich the STER:IH0LD AlTD HOPKINS PSALTER finally
yielded. Foruialized psalmody lost itself in the ne^j spontaneous
hymnody of the liethodist revival.
PSAM-SINGINa IN SCOTkUO.
YJhen the Scottish exiles returned to their native land
from Geneva, they brought with thtm the psalrns and tunes of the
Calvinistic colony there. Their leader, John Knox, had assisted
in compiling the ANGI0-GEITE7AN PSALTSR, and for a time this psalter
sufficed; but after a while tne Greneral Assembly of the Presbyterian
Church of Scotland authorized the oublishing of a new psalter. They
hp,d recourse to the FHEoICH PSALTER, the English Edition of 1560, and
the ANGLO -GEIIEVAN PSALTER of 15S1. From this latter book forty-t^^o
out of the entire fifty-one tunes r^ere retained. In 1534 the SCOTTISH
STSRNHOLD AND HOPKINS PSALTSR, as it was .mo'j^.Ti, appeared. This
psalter, representing the divergence of Scottish and English tradi-
tion, remained in general use until 1650. Here we find harmonized
versions of all the melodies and, out of the new tunes included, one
has been given a place among standa.rd psalm tunes — "LONDON NSW".
Other psalters were issued from time to time until, in 1315,
the version by HiiHT appeared to marlc an epoch in Scotch psalmody;
for in it ap-oeared short tunes for the first time, called "COMMON
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TUN2S" in Scotland. Eight of these tunes later appeared in RA'^TEKS-
CRCFT'S PSaLTER, the best kno^.-m being "FRENCH", "I^Ul'^SS", "DUNFERLIICE"
,
and "YORxC". Scotland's contribution to sacred music has been made
through psalm tunes, tunes rhich found a place in the rausicelly famous
psalter compiled by Andro Hnrt. This Psalter never became the singing-
book of the Scottish Presbyterians in spite of its musical excellence.
The same may be said regarding Ravenscrof t • s book, which was published
in England in 1621. RAVEIISCRCFT 'S PSALTER had an excellent collection
of tunes arranged in four T)arts in a. music ianly manner, but its in-
fluence in Scotland and England was not sufficient to revive the old
spontaniety which "formalism" and the custom of "LINIITG OUT" were
slowly killing.
In 1650 ROUS" PSxiLTER displaced the old STERKHOLD bITD HOPKINS
PSALTER of 1564, and remained as the authorized u.etrical version from
that time. It combined the GENIilVAN PSaLTER, the Sternhold and Hopkins
edition, and original pharaphrases , but was issued without music. This
omission decreased the number of tunes in couunon use, until but eight
authorized common metre tunes remained. The ignorant ones came to
revere these few tunes so com'oletely that they refused to sing David's
psalms to "aught but tunes of David".
Some ineffectual attempts to revive Psalmody were made by
men liK:e Playford, but to no ne ri.'-.anent avail. A new and vital hymnody
wa.s struggling for expression throughout the British Isles. This new
spirit received considerable impetus when, in 1794, a seceding .i.roup
called the RELIEF CHURCH admitted hymns and sacred songs into their
service. In 1847 this RCLIEF CHURCH united with the UNITED SECESSION
1. LUTXIN - music" IN CHURCH, p. 21.
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CHURCH to form the UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF 3C0TUND; ^Thereupon
there was authorized to be published, by 1851, a. hymn-book of four
hundred and sixty hymns. Other groups toolc sirailar action, until,
even in the land of John Knox, the old psalrns were seldom heard and
the new hjnin tunes triumphed.
PSAUIODY IN THE ?JEW WORLD.
The final stronghold of Psalmody wb.s in the New World among
the colonists in Virginie and New England. Prrticularly are we told
hov SONCJ in worship ^ms one of the most characteristic and cherished
customs of the Pilgrims.
It has already been shovm how people from-HollMnd joined
the colony at Geneva and experienced the coimiion joy in singing the
psalms of the new faith. The pilgrims, fleeing from persecution in
England, also took to Holland their psalms. Tnat the custom was of
great spiritual blessing to the folk a,t Leyden is verified by Edward
Winslow in his HYPOCRISIS UNlvlASKED (1646). There he describes how
on July 30/30,1520, the la.rge Leyden congregation bade farewell to
those who were setting out, by way of England, for America. "They
that stayed at Leyden feasted us that were to go to our pastor's
house, (it) being large; where we refreshed ourselves, after tears,
with singing of Psalms, making joyful melody in our hearts as v;ell
as with the voice, there being many of our congrega.t ion very expert
in music; a.nd indeed it v/as the sv/eetest melody that ever mine ears
hea.rd. ""^
PRATT - I.IUSIC 0? THE PILGRIMS. P. 5.
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The psalter brought by the Pilgrims was one specially pre-
pared for the fugitive congregation of Separatists by Henry Ainsworth,
and. published in Amsterdam in ISlS. It is said that this version v^as
one of a considerable number before 1350 to preserve the na'ive fresh-
ness of song, characteristic of Protestantism et its youthful stage.
This AIlJSvjtDRTH PSaLTER was used in Salem for a generation, and in
Plymouth until the merger of that colony vvdth the Massachussetts Bay
Colony in 1302. It was replaced by TKS BAY PSALLI BOOK, a new American
psalter, which was published at Cambridge in 1340 and revised in 1S50.
The Puritans were less spontaneous in their music, hovi'ever.
Their English versions of Sternhold and Hopkins and Tate and Brady met
their needs for a century or more. In America also, the custom of
"LINIa^G OUT" the psa.LuS finally degenerated the stock in trade to five
tunes: "OLD IQOTH"
,
"YORK", tnd probably "H.\CKNKY" (St.Mary's),
"WINDSOR", and "K.lRTYRS" . THE BAY PSALM BOOK cPi.ie to supercede all
other psalters, and by 1750 had reached its tv:enty-seventh America.n
edition. Further editions for use in England and Scotland raised this
number to seventy. Yet in spite of this apparent reviva.l, psalmody
was declining. Its vital spontaniety was gone, iimerican music iejis
were sensing a, new force coming from non-conformist groups in England,
ll/atts and Wesley, voicing a new spirit in con.^regat ional song, were
giving native folk music an opportunity to reassert itself once more.
To this new type of cont^regat ional hymn we now turn our thought.
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T:-IS I^IODJSRII ERA.
7/e have witnessed the mighty tide of the Reformation as it
swept Grer.aany, France, Holland, Switzerland, then on into Britain and
the New World, Its message of individual worth was as an unquenchable
flame, consujuing the dross of ip.norance and superstition. This spirit
of reform, even as it silenced its foes, heccL^e contaaiinatea Y.ith a
cold formalism like unto their o-^m. The voice of the Reformation grew
hushed — silenced until such time as a new soirit should :,'rise to
usher in the era of modern nymnody.
Such a spirit found utterance in the Evangelical Movement
v/hich svv'ept Great Britain daring the eighteenth century, and created
THE EiJGrLISH HYi^iN . It spoke Rgain a century later vnien the fires of
evangelism were kindled in the New '^orld. Fanned into flame by the
religious zeal of pioneer missionary bodies v;orking in the South and
Middle 'Vest, there cauie into existence the "Spiritual" and its linesii^l
descendant the AiiSRICAN GOSPEL SONG. Finally, this spirit carries us
with Reginald Heber to "Africa's sunny fountain", and "India's coral
strands", where, in this twentieth century, missionaries are laboring
to gather suitable native luelodies with v:hich to spread the Gospel
message of a Toersonal, rede.nptive Christ.
THE ENGLISH HYMN.
The Wesleyan movement has been likened to the dawn of a new
day, to a ^'sun-burst" opening a brighter era. It was near the be-
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ginning of the eighteenth century ^rhen the boy Watts, distressed at
the uncouth psalmody of his Southampton meeting-house, uttered the
criticism which ultimately made him the hyiiinist of his generation
and the forerunner of the great Evangelical Revival. The criticism
was not surprising, for in those days the Quakers and Baptists con-
sidered singing a carnal ordinance; and the Conventicle Act had
made a hymn the signal for txie entrance of a constaole. Psalmody
reigned suprcine . Unfortunately so, for the English Church had cer-
ta.in choice old Latin hymns as well as some more recent ones by Sir
Philip Sidney, Milton, Herbert, Sa.ndys, and others. The voice of
praise had never been entirely silent.
In 13.83 George Vt'ither produced the first hymn-book entitled
HYMNS AND SONGS C? THE CHURCH. The King directed that this book
should be bound with e-""erv copy of the Metrical Psalms. Some of
its pieces rere set to music by Orlando Gibbons, but the volu:iie only
brought persecution. The DICTIONARY OF HYIiNOLOGY says of Wither'
s
book, "It is the earliest attempt at an ^ri. lish hy..'.n-book , end we
might almost think that, but for the Puritan reaction tna.t set in
immediately after^jards, the development of original hymns mi^jht have
begun in the time of the Stuarts, within the church instead of being
delayed a century, to originate among the Nonconformists."''"
ITS NATIVE ORIGIN.
It v^s on board the SIMMONDS enroute to Georgia that the
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young missionary, John '.Yesley, becauie acquainted with a ^roup of
Moravian Brethren v:ho were fellor travelers. Inspired by their
Christian piety, '^^'esley began the study of German in order that he
might converse with them. As the ties to the Moravians grew closer
in Atlanta, V/esley glimpsed the treasures of their i.y...:i-ooohs and
began to translate some of the fine old Lutheran hymns for the use
of his om people. His COLLECTION OF PSALliS AND HYMNS, -printed in
Charlestown in 1737, marks the birth of V/esleyan hymnody. It included
thirty-four psalms and hymns from the revered Dr. Watts, five trans-
lations of 3-eri::an hyuins, and a miscellaneous <roup from such hymnists
as John Austin and George Herbert. John 7;esley not only prepared this
Collection, he taught his people to sing p-lso. In August, 1737, he ap-
peared before the Gra.nd Jury at Savannah to answer to the cha^rge of
introducing unauthorized hymns into the church service.
It ?ras baclc in London some time later that Wesley visited a
Moravian service v.here he received a Spiritual Baptis.n v.hich sent him
forth to claim the world for his parish. The movement born out of
that experience was a singing revival, '^''esley went forth to -oreach
to crowds of laboring folic. By hundreds they ga-thered in his open-
air services to sing together the songs of personal salvation, until
to "sing like the Methodists" became proverbia.l. Historians remind
us that psalins, heartily sung by an entire congregation, were unkno^^Ti
as an element of public worship at the time of V/hitfield and the
Wesleys. Little wonder then tnat the fervent lyrics of John and
Charles Wesley struck a staggering blow at the prestige of "inspired"
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9psalmody. The hyrnns of Watts had made little impress on popul?3r
religious thought, but the example of the Methodists was a revela-
tion of the DOT'er thst lies in oopulpr song when inspired by con-
viction. "The enthusiastic v^elcome accorded by the Wesleys to
popular music as a proselyting agent, and the latitude permitted
to free invention and adoration of hymns and tunes, gave an impulse
to a purer and nobler style of congregational song which has never
been lost.""^
But T^hence the source of these rhythj-nic tunes so unlike
the solid, unison psalmody of Puritanism? The church in England
bega.n to search out its own hidden stream of native folk music; a
stream of considerable deioth and purity as a back'^rd look will
show.
When St . Aug.ustine came to Eni^rland in 536 he established
the authority of the papacy, then set up cathedral schools at
Canterbury and at York to insure the permanence of Roman liturgy.
This musical liturgy, rith its Gregorian Cha.nt or "plainsong",
was accepted in the monasteries and the city churches, but not so
in the rural ones. Here the secular and religious songs of the common
people were cherished to develop side by side with the ecclesiastical
music of newly implanted Christianity. Soon the church found it ad-
vantageous to use the popular ballad tunes also. Ritter, in his his-
torical work,L'IUSIC IN EITGLAND, relates how "Aldheim, the Scxon Bishop
of Sherborne, in order to secure the attention of his rude neighbors,
1. DICKINSON
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Iwas wont to stend on a bridge, and sing his religious instructions
1
to thei:! in the form of ballads. "
^/Ifhen it is re:r.e.nbered that Celtic missionrr ies founded the
English church proper; that Alfred the Great in re-establishing his
schools had as his chief assistant a Welsh churchman Asser, and as
his musician another Celt, John of S.Davids; it is little wonder
that Norman prelates looked in vain for pure Gregorian. That the
Norman Abbot of Glastonbury even summoned archers to shoot do^m
English monks at their altars because of their refusal to change
their style of music, is another witness to the power of folk-song.
That this music was not untuneful is witnessed by Thomas, the first
Norman Archbishop of Canterbury, who is said to ha.ve jeen very fond
of music. He it was who, upon hearing the minstrels sing a tune
which pleased him, adopted and arranged it for the use of the church.
Finally we have the testimony of Giraldus Cambrensis, who,
in the twelfth century, wrote of the passionate loyalty of the
English people in 7;ales in clinging to their old customs in spite of
Saxon pressure. They had a native music which they sang in a natural
harmony end in a minor key, accompanied by hart), -oiioe and crwth, he
records. (Then continues to write of Northern Britain largely
heathen — as follows) "In the Northern part of Britain be^^-ond the
1. LORENZ - CHURCH MUSIC. Ch.lO
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Humber and on the borders of Yorkshire, the inhabitants make use of
similar S3;-;nphonious heruion^'" in sin^in^:, but v:ith only tv/o differences
of tone and voice, the one murinuring the underpart, the other singing
the upper in a jiia.nner equally soft and pleasing. This they do not
so iiiuch oy ert as by a habit peculiar to theinselves, which long prac-
tice has made s,lmost natural. This method of singing has taken such
deeD root a,i..on:' this -:.eople that hardly ?!ny' melody is accustomed to
be uttered simply. But as not all the English, but only those of the
North, sing in this manner, I believe they had this art at first like
their language from the Danes and Northmen who fori/ierly occupied these
parts of the island.'''"
Add to all of this background of folk-song the common heri-
tage attendant upon the Crusades and the Mystery plays, and it be-
comes evident that the ^A'esleys had abundant .:iusical resources from
which to draw.
HYMNODY IN ENOUND.
So rapidly did the new Methodist doctrine spread that the
need for a hymn-book arose. In 1740 the earliest hymns of Charles
Wesley — "the sreet singer of Methodism" — v^ere collected and pub-
lished under the title of HYMNS ii^D SACRED POEliS. This book marked
1. lONGFORD - :,:usic a:jd religion. p.1':5.-(i) Cambria descriptio cxiii
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ithe beginning of hyain-sin^in^ t, we --enow it. The next need i^as a
tune-boolc. Two years later there appeared the first Methodist col-
lection of tunes entitled A COLLECTION 0? TUNES, SET TO liUSIC
,.
..3
TREY .vRS CC:.i^OULY SUIIG x.T THE FOUNDERY. This "Toundery," hc.d been
used by the Government for the recasting of cannon until the occur-
rence of a terrible explosion psrtially ;vreclced the buildings. Aban-
doned from that time, it remained in ruins until 173d when 7,'esley
bought it and turned it into the first Methodist meeting-house in
London. This FOUNDSRY TUNE-BOOK included three OLD ^/ERSION psalms,
a generous number from the new editions and supplements of the NEW
^/ERSION i.e. O-'UR^'ORD" , "HANOTTER"
,
"BEDFORD"), fourteen German tunes,
one adoption from a Ha.ndelisn opera, and about eleven new tunes. Ex-
cellence of content could not recompense for the notably bad printing
and so no secona edition v^as ever issued.
Toward the end of 1743 the first booic of original tunes to
Charles Wesley's hymns appeared under the title HTJINS ON THE GREAT
FESTIVALS, AND OTHER OCCASIONS. This elegantly-bound and re ll-or inted
book v,'as the work of J.F.Lainpe, a German bassoonist and comooser whom
John Wesley won to the new faith. Out of the twenty-four tunes, fif-
teen were in the minor mode, and all show traces of that florid,
operatic style which came to oe thought of as "Methodistic" . One of
the tunes , considerably pruned down, finas a place in most hymnals as
"INVITATION" or "DEVONSHIRE". For the next few years the Methodist
tunes consisted of those from the Foundery Book, and many of Lpjnpe«s,
a.nd "The stock was frequently added to by original compositions and
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local melodies that John "esley ..xet with in his tra.vels; whilst
another and more doubtful source was discovered in adaptations and
arrangements, of secular airs.-'-" The Methodists rere becoming noted,
not only for their hearty singing, but for the attractive tunes that
vi^ere coming into use among them. A Dr. Scott, in a tract written in
1744, acknowledged that the Methodists had some of the most melodious
tunes that were ever composed for church music. In his owa words,
2
"There is great harmony in their singing, and it is very enchanting. "
A new collection of tunes being necesssr-^, Thomas Butts, a
good musician and friend of tne Lesleys, published his iL-.RI^ONIA SACRA,
It was one of the best collections of hymn-tunes of the eighteenth
century. Only four of the old psaLa tunes v.^re included, but there
were introduced many adaptations and arrangements. Among the latter
a.re found the fine D.L.M. tune to Addison's hymn "The Spacious Firma-
ment on Hi'/h"; a popular patriotic tune written to celebrate Admiral
Vernon's return from Portobello in 1733 and parodized by 'A'esley to
form a hymn on the Last Judgment, and "CK23HUUT", adapted from a song
CP lied "A Thou,^ht on a S"oring Liornin^" ana set to the popular hymn
"The Voice of my Beloved Sounds".
i^resley published his second tune-book in 1761. SACRED MELODY,
as the tune section of the hymnal Vi^as called, was the painstaking at-
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teruot of John Wesley to faithfully preserve all those tunes in coiamon
use Biuon^, the people called Methodists. This statement is important
because it establishes the feet that the real "old Methodist tunes"
v.'ere NOT the fugal and repea.tin^^ tunes that later passed under that
name, but vere the tunes contained in the various editions of '"/esley's
pociet-sized S^iCRED ..{EIODY. .ill the tunes of this book but eii;^ht had
already appeared in HAHivlONIA SACRA; no less than sixty of those in the
former book were omitted — including many of tne florid ones. Two
later editions of Vifesley's tune-book were issued presenting a dozen
new tunes, amon.^^st them being the celebrated "OLITi^RS" or "HELiiSLSY" —
the work of Thorn? s Olivers, a "/elsh shoe-maker. In 1781 appeared
SACRED HARliONY'
,
a harmonized version of the former book. It ^^ae
John 7/esley' s last tune-book and introduced so.ne interesting addition
in the my of "LSONI", "JSNLIARX" and others.
Hymns, popularized by the '.7esleya.n revival, "oegan to win
their way a.monj other Non-conformists. Early in the ei^'hteenth century
the Presbyterian Meeting in Eastcheap was exercising a strong in-
fluence for the new hymnody. The Congregationalists adopted the hymns
of Dr. Isaac '.Vatts. Whitfield, after leaving the Wesley's, erected a
tabernacle at Tottenham Court Road, and compiled for his congregation
the DIVINE MUSICAL MISCELLANY which seems to have met the musical needs
of the Calvinistic Methodists throughout the eighteenth century. To
these may be a.dded the charity children from institutions like Lock
Hospital. These music centres had their own well-knovn Hymn collec-
tions and their trained children's choirs carried the English Hymn
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Iinto the orthodox churches. 3y the nineteenth century hyinnody had
won recognition in all churches. It is said that few English inusi-
cians had such an influence upon the psalmody of all demominations
as did Dr. Gaunt lett. A prolific writer of tunes, some ten thousand
being his own estimate, triis churchinan in 135.o eidted the GHUrlCH HYMN
AND TUNE JCOK, which suggested the "FliGSD TUNE" principle afterv.'ards
established by HY:^^S A::GIE:IT AITD MODERN. Just as the Oxford Move-
ment led to the revival of tne rich heritage of Greek, Latin, Gernian
and French hvirmody,. so it recognized the vital contribution which the
native EIIGLISH flYI/iN --aa lo ...r.,.:e to the An^ilican Church. The culmina-
tion of that movement was reached in the publication of HYMNS ANCIENT
AND IIODERN in 1831. In it we find honored the ENGLISH HYi:i'I — conceived
in the dignified psalmody of Calvin, reared in the livelier and more
melodious strains of the Methodists, uiatured in the artistry of the
Oxford Movement.
THE 7SLSH .V.VAKSNING.
The spirit of the Weeleys crossed the border into 'Vales,
where the early revivals under sixteenth T^reachers had given place
to religious formalism. It was William Williams who, fired by the
evangelical zeal of John Wesley, returned to his native ^ales and
began to put the Gospel into song. Persecution followed such heresy;
but lise Luther — a.nd like Charles Wesley among the Cornwall sea-
robbers — "He caught up the popular glees and ballads — refrains of
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the street and the maricet"^ — and his ^vife sang their music to his
words.
The story''^ is told of a little incident which occurred when
Mr.Williaais and his wife put up at Bridgend Tavern in Llongefin,
Anglesea. A mischevious crowd, wishing to plague the Methodists,
olc^nned to .na.ie tne night hideous 'fdth boisterous inerry-;:ia'^ing. A
fiddler and his gang of roughs pushed into the parlor and asi^eu the
guests if tney would have % tune". Willia..is, falling in with the
banter said, "Yes, anythin^ you lik:e iny led. 'Nancy Jig' or anything
else .
"
The fellow began his jig and Mrs. Williai.is, at a sign from
her husband, struc.-: in with one of tne poet-minsters v-ell-.cnown Vielsh
hymns in the same meter,
"CJ-.'JU^D DY aRO'SS SY'N C» GDI FYITY".
(Calvary's blood tne weaic exalteth
Llore than conquerors to oe)
and followed the player note by note, singing the sacred words in her
sv;eet voice. F'ina lly , overcome by shame, the leader toolc himself off
with his gang.
Old minor tunes like "SLVY" and "BaBEL" had THE SVHINu, and
their mode and style were catchy to a 'Ffelsh multitude. Many other un-
copyrighted bits of musical vernacular were ap-oropr iated by hymn-book
makers and given such titles as "THYDIAN", "GVOTAN" , "BRYlaGFRYD"
,
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I"PEMBROKE", and "ARABIA". The tune "CVOTAN PRYDIAM"
,
sun^ to "Cy.ua
Ga.riad fel y inoroedd" and 'uno-m as "The great v;elsh love-song", is
one of the old Welsh minors. They loved its strains for "Tne minor
mode — a son-, instinct of the Tielsh, if not of the whole Celtic
family of na.tions — is their rural inheritance. It is in the wind
of the mountains and the semitones of their streams; and their nature
can make it a gladness as the Anglo-Saxon cannot. So far from being
a gloomy people, their capacity for joy in spiritual life is phenominal.
In psalmody their eii^otions mount on ^"in^.s, and they find ecstacy in
solemn sounds."''"
These tunes of the Reformation under the Methodist Fathers
continued far dovrn the century to oe the country airs of the people.
Their reveroerat ions were heard in tne rude music of the mountain-born
revival led by John Edward Y»'at-cin in 1779 and in local a^kenings in
1791 r:nd 1817. The Pentecost of 1359 — outgrowth of tne American
revival of 1857 and 1856 — was ushered in by Mr. Jones and the
Reverend Da.vid Morgan and their singing bands; and the sa-ue was true
of the "Awalcening" of 1904. In all of these great revivals of religion
the popular hymns have been the old cherished ones of I'/illisms, Ann
Griffith, Charles wesley, n.. Isaac ^atts. These, set to the native
a.irs of the people, have ever claimed the strongest hold on the common
heart
.
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NEW- WORLD HYLCNODY.
We have seen how the revered OLD VERSION Psalter brought
over by the Puritan Fathers clr'ir.'ied their heartfelt s-rT)ort for
nearly a century. Finally the spirit of the great Svangelicai
Movement seems to have ?;one Test and blazed forth anew in the ^reat
American revival of 1740. As it swept the country even orthodox
leaders like Jonathan Edwards adinitted the need of a new and vital
psalmody.
With this consciousness, native musicians began to compile
collections of psalin tunes. The first notable one was URANIA, OR
A CHOICE COLLECTION OF PSALli-TUEES
,
AIv^THEMS, AND HYlvINS, FROM THE
MOST .APPRO^TED AUTKOES , WITH SOME ENTIRELY NEW: IN TWO, TliREE
,
AND
FOUR PARTS. TI-IE WHOLE PECULIARLY ADOPTED TO THE USE OF CHURCH AND
PRIVATE FAMILIES. TO WHICH ARE PREFIXED THE PLAINEST AND MOST NECES-
SARY RULES OF PSALMODY. BY JA::SS LYON, A. 3. Printed in 1761, this
book borrowed from the English collections of Arnold, Green, Knapp,
&nd Evison rather tnan the popular Tans' ur' edition. A second fact
of significance is that the tunes of the last part are from THE DIVINE
MUSICAL MISCELLANY , one of the earliest Methodist tune-books.
Hymnody found its next outstanding advocate in the person of
William Billings, that giant among New England composers during the
Revolutionary iDeriod. His tos knoim as "Yankee Music", for into
Puritan New England he introduced the FUCUING PIECES so popular in
cI I
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the English revival. The untiring energy of this leader established
singing schools, published hymn-books, and gave an impetus to musical
developaient which of untold value. Throu^^h tunes li^e ".iRGHl'ALE" ,
"LI3BCH", and "WIIIDHAM" he made a real contribution to congregational
song. From 1?53 to 1772 increasing numbers of music ia.ns took up the
cause of church music, ainong them being Timothy S^xB-Uf Sainuel Holyoke,
Jeremiah Ingalls, Holden — compiler of the '.VORCESTER U0L1£CTI0N
which was Icnown a.s the most popular music book of tiie period, a.nd
Bartholomew Brown — compiler of the BRIDGSWATSR COLLECTION which
passed through twenty-seven editions in its twenty-five years.
Even as the extreme fuguing airs were discountenanced by
Methodist leaders in Engl^-nd, so they gave place to a, more restrained
and artistic hymnody in America.. The nineteenth century witnessed
the appearaxice of a splendid leader saip through three outstanding men,
Thomas Hastings, Lowell Mason and William Bradbury. Hastings (1784-
1872) is said to have written five hundred hymns and composed one thou-
sand tunes besides issuing fifty volumes of music and publishing many
articles on musical subjects. From him we have "TOPLADY", "ORTONVILLE"
"RETREAT", and "ZION".
Orea.test in the light of church history stands the na.me of
Lowell Mason. In the formulative days of musical art he rendered in-
valuable aid in the oromotion of Ghora.1 singing, secular and sacred.
The tunes of Mason attained great popularity due to ''fiis fine discrimina
tion in the selection and adapting of secular music to reli-ious airs."'"
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His methods a^oroxiraated those used by Luther, Calvin, and Wesley
according to Lorenz, r^ho says that ""He levied tribute upon every
province of Europeen music to enrich and vary the singing of the
churches in his native land — Gregorian Chants, Oratorios, Operas,
popular instrumental music, popular songs of every character,
fugitive issues of German and Svv'iss folk-songs, — all yielded their
treasures to his keen insight and sicill of adaptation. DENNIS,
ANTIOCH, HAMBURG, ARIEL, OLLiUTZ, IvlENDON — what a noble list of im-
mortal tunes it isj"''" This broad mental hospitality of Mason and
his contempora.ries has given a variety, a pliability, and an ada.pt-
ableness to American Hymnody that makes it peculiarly practical and
useful.
Last in the notable group is Williara B. Bradbury, whose
hymn-tune "REST" — familiarly associated with "Asleep in Jesus" —
is but one of the aiany melodies by v/hich he has brought spiritual
solace and strength to countless Christian hearts. His service to
religious song is not confined to the hymn form exclusively, for
ve find him championing the new, unorthodox AI^RICAN GOSPEL SONG.
Throughout his century and our own we find these two forms con-
tinuing side by side — each influencing the other, each a. vital
Christian influence in its own sphere.
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iTHE AlISRICAIT GOSPSL SONG.
The Englisn Hymn vras peculiarly the product of British
folk-rnusic. In a unique way it voiced the religious life of
British folk. English folk in the New lYorld, sharing the tradi-
tions of Englishmen at home, found the new hymn peculiarly their
own also. Then there ce^me a time when the New World environment
created new political, social c;nd religious proble^ns. Contact with
homeland interests lessened until the Revolution finally severed
all bonds and the colonies were free to begin their exoerirnent in
Democracy. Little wonder that, as colonization pushed over the
Alleganies into the great Western territory, the pioneer life made
possible a nev/ folk-lore in song and story,
iVhile the congre>;<,at ions in New England were singing their
fuguing tunes, the Methodists, Baptists, United Brethren, and other
aggressively missionary bodies were following the pioneer emigra-
tion into the Middle Vvest and the South. V;here these denominations
engaged in pioneer mission work, there grew up — preceeding and con-
temporaneous with the refoTiiis of Lowell Mason — the genuinely Ameri-
can SPIRITUALS. It is frojs this strain of religious folk-music that
the AMERICAN GOSPEL SONG has evolved. A song tyoe \?hich, though but
partially received into the realin of acceptable church son^ , is win-
ning its way in spite of orthodox misapprehension.
Native American SPIRITUALS present to the historian a two-
i
I
fold aspect. In one group we have those of the South which are
primarily the product of the ITegro race; those of the Middle V/est
are Anglo-Saxon in origin. Leaders in the realm of America folk-
music a.re practica.lly agreed in their belief that the Southern
Negro S?IRITU:.LS — although the product of plantation life —
were first suggested by those Of Anglo-Saxon origin, while the
Anglo-Saxon in turn had their inception in old En^^lish and Scotch
balla.ds. Certainly it is true that ooth the SPIRITUALS of South
and of West came into being on the religious tide of old-time camp-
meetings; both v'hen polished by use assumed a striking similc^rity
of form and content. Thus we feel justified in claiming both
groups as progenitors of our ALdSRICAIT GOSPEL SONG.
SOUTHERN SPIRITUALS.
"SONGS ?ROM HEARTS SINCERE,
THOUGH HEARD BUT ONCE IN Pr.SSING
TOUCHING SOULS .^TUNE
,
CAN NEATER BE FORGOTTEN,
-,
OUR LOST HO?'ETi;R SIMPLE. "
These "songs from hearts sincere" hpve received no truer
interpretation than that given by their own distinguished leader
2ooker T. V/ashington . "The Negro folk-song has for the Negro race
the sa-iiie va,lue that the folk-song of any other people has for that
people. It reminds the race of the 'rock whence it \^^s hewn' ; it
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fosters race pride, end in tlie days of slavery it furnished an out-
let for the anguish of smitten hearts. The -plantation song in
America, although an outgroTJ^th of oppression and "bondage, contains
surprisingly few references to slavery. No race has ever sung so
sweetly or with such perfect charity, rhile looking forv?ard to the
'year of Jubilee'. The songs Cjouud in Scriptural allusions, and
in iiiany instances are unique interpretations of sta.ndard hymns. The
planta,tion son a s knovni a s the "SPIRITUALS" are the s-oontaneous out-
bursts of intense reli^__ious fervor, and had tueir origin chiefly in
the camp-meetings, the revivals, and in other religious exercises.
They breathe a childlilce faith in a personal ?'rther, and glow with
the hope that the children of bondage will ultimately pass out of
the wilderness of s la.very into the land of freedom. In singing of
a deliverance which they believed would surely come, with bodies
swaying, with enthusiasiri born of a cOimnon experience and of a com-
mon hope, they lost sight for the moment of the auction block, of
the sepa^ration of mother and child, of sister axi^ brother. There
is in the plantation songs a pathos and a beauty that appear to a
wide range of tastes, a.nd their harmony makes an abiding impression
upon persons of the highest culture. The music of these songs goes
to the heart because it comes from the heart.
The above interpretation suggests a.t these three types of
Southern SPIRITUALS: Scriptural songs, Hymn interpretations, and
songs of personal salvation.
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The first type finds a cnarming example in a ha If-Spiritual,
half-carol, evolved by a colored missionary called Sister Mackey —
a woman of unusual native talent.
LIARY, m-^m, IS YOUR BABY.
"R?:ad in de gospel o' :.;athayew
de gospel 0' luke a?j • john,
read in de gospel an' izarii de hews
how de li'l boy-chile was bam.
"read iibout joseph am' i.iary come
k ridin' on a donkey fui/i fah
,
slep' in a st/ible 0' bethlaha:^
,
wliah de sheppuds all seen de stah.
chorus - "0 :.!ary. ^fhah is y0» baby
DEY DONE TUCK • IM FUli A I.IA^JJUH
AN« CAH'Y 'D HI!vI TO BE TH' OITE . " ^
In his book ISLIO'VS: A CFRONICLE 0? UlCTOM SINGERS, Ermnett
Kennedy also illustrates in splendid fashion the type of SPIRITUAL
which interprets a hymn. In this instance the ein^^ers have taken
WilliajH Williams" well-kno^.TO Welsh hymn "Guide He, Thou Great
Jehovah" and made something unique from it.
I FOLD UP MY ARMS AN' I WONDER
^
-T-t
GuiOE ME, OTriOU GBEA*T^-HO- VAVA R. -GRIM WO tflfe C3AT^-KE/^ UAMO Tam WEA< QUtThoU ARV MieHT-
— Y MoU WE m^HW TO>NK-FUU H/\k'. 1 TOUD UP MY ATlNt- ah' I "WOW-pEf?, OUv>fD 1 WOH'DEK
... I «<
SoooUwD 1 wots - D'EFf Yes i TOLOUP hV ARM5AK' 1 VmctN-D^I?, UoW T^AK Tm A- WAV THONKYA^ HOKE.
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Of this SPIRITUAL Mr. Kennedy writes that it i^jas sung to him by
Emma Rousul, vrho ^as a Baptist, and had never attended service at
any church but her crn. She said it was an old "ballet" she
learned from her raother, who had been a slave on the Destrehan
plantation. Several of her spirituals were sung for the first time
ot Putney Ward's church a-t CJretna and they became general favorites
in the colored churches soon afterv'ards.
It is through the third group — songs of personal SB.lvation
that the whole world has come to revere these "songs from hearts
sincere". The simple pathos of STEAL AV.'AY, the note of quiet joy in
SWIiTG LO'.''^ S'.'.EET CHARIOT has endeared these songs to men of every
color and creed. The joyous aoandon of which Booker T. "'ashington
speais finds expression through such songs as,
I GOT A ROBS, AN' YOU GOT A ROBE,
AN' ALL liY GA'-^DS' CHILLUN GOT A ROBE
AN' Y*EN I GET TO HEAVEN GOIN-A PUT ON LIY ROBE,
AN' SHOUT ALL OWE GA',VD'S HSAV'Nf
Having briefly considered the types of native song which
evolved in the South, we turn Northward to the religious folk-song
of the Anglo-Saxons of tne Middle West.
SPIRITUALS OF THE MIDDLE W^SI
,
Information concerning this group of songs comes largely
from E'liiiund S. Lorenz — well—:nowTL author and outstanding chajnpion
1. KENNEDY - iIELLO^.VS. P. 117-118.
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of the GOSPEL He it is who, knowing and loving these old
SPIRITUALS in his childhood, seeks to save them as a, vrluable heri-
tage in Ainerica.n church music. The SPIRITUALS as he kne\!r them were
genuine fo Ik-son^ s originated and loved by a stratum in our A.aerican
social life analogous to the oeasa.nts of 2uroT)e. Under the mo.nentum
of a wrestling hour or a common rapture of relic^^ious experience these
refrains grew spontaneously. Such refrains as COME TO JIHSUS JUST NOW
and 0,HOV,' I ICT£ JESUS cane to oe so well-^cno^im that each, at the
sound of its first syllable, brought its own music to ever^/ singer's
tongue. Tew SPIRITUALS were published at that time, for as one writer
has said "Tie tunes Vi^ere the church's rural field — tov.es tha.t every-
body knew."^"
Mr. Lorenz has in his possession a Collection of the 7/ords
of SPIRITUALS compiled by 'A'illi3.m Hanby, the father of 3. R. Hanby,
the author of "Darling Nellie Gray". That the total number of
SPIRITUALS must have been large is shovm by the fact that one collec-
tion of words, published in Philadelphia in 1558, contained over
three hundred choruses alone. Knowing that different states ass well
as different denominations had their ovm repertoires, we may judge
that the total number of SPIRITUALS must have run into the thousands.
While these songs had their inception in old Scotch songs
1. aROV.N AND BUTTERITOTH - Tii£ 3TCRY 07 TliE HT^IIS AND TUNES. P. 292
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'nd English ba.llads, they attained a rhyLaical inomentmn that was
decidedly American. Many of them adopted the tunes and parodied
the "words of ii.nerican popular songs. The introduction to the
collection oreviously referred to urges "The salutory tendency to
1
redeem our best popular airs by cdepting them to tne songs of Zion
That thie advice WcS acceptable is illustrated by the old po-oulpr
song- of colonial days "Saw Ye Hot ray Father", iihich Lady ^^sLin^ton
changed to "Saw Ye ITot my Hero", and which Lorenz sang in hie child-
hood as a thou.rhtiul impressive SPIRITUAL entitled SA'.V YS :.:Y SA7I0R.
'iPoT the most pcirt the revival 3PIHITU-iL8 were narratives
of personal experience. Less than thirty years ago Mr, Lorens heard
the follov.'injj one sung spontaneously in Southern Ohio. It has the
genuine pentatonal characteristics which mark aboriginal music every-
where, and its dignity and force created a powerful effect at that
service
.
I CAIJ«T STAY -^V.AY.
"
1 -H-
J J J u
IS SA)U-m6
t-M
3
BY 1 can't stay a -Way. Je- sus my Auu vo Ueav'n \^comE I can't staw ^-
DC.
>/AY ' Vl^ \vhomAvi/sd k\y hopes uP^oK, i gamV sta^ a— way.
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The next SPIRITUAL has a sin/^le line repeated three ti;iies.
That, Tjith another line, usually the refrain, makes the complete
melody. Lorenz believes that this type was used largely r^s a model
1
by the Negroes.
-
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The third example foreshadows the modern OOSFEL SOIJG
throug-h its ole.in diatonic melody.
I* 1 J. J ^ J !
J
I
WAHT to go, 1 WANT TO eo, 1 WaHT to eo THEH*. TOO ' 1
J
Chov<U'&'. Thkitb. « f»unc oe- ulUHT w«tvrE ^AiMTb iM mor-tau Rtia*'; iK-
WANT TO eo VJMERE Tt-oUS »^ , 1
li^TE wA> \L% - - OCUDR. THE W»CWT AKO
WANT TO GO THtRC, 'TOO.
t=VEAS-UKCo BAH - JoM PA^ K.
Thi GOSPEL SOxIG EMERGES.
The early SPIHITUaLS were indeed unique products of a
1. LOREI'JZ -- PR^^CTICAL CPIURCH lAUSIC. P. 101.
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unique age. The coming of the organ with its four-ps.rt harmony
crov/ded. out these subjective, sentimental cojup-aeet in.i- .oielodies
with their weird minor stra.ins. Soiiiewhere between the yee.rs 1850
and 1835 they blossomed forth into a new form which more truly met
the religious needs of the new day.
1
Dr. Breed's statement in HYiiN AI^D HYMN TUITES that the
GOSPEL SONG came into being during the Moody and Sanlcey evangelistic
campaign in Newcastle, England, in 1873 is ridiculed oy Ed^nund Lorenz
This latter gentleman contends that Sanlcey during that tour used
songs that had previously apoeared in ".VINNOVED HYS/INS, a book of
GOSPEL SONGS compiled by Chaplin I^cCabe some years before Lloody ever
found Sankey. The McCabe collection contained songs which had been
written years before by Bradbury, Bliss, and others. Brov-Ti and But-
terworth" in discussing t'rAs same matter claim that the Moody-Sankey
party in their evangelistic tour of England and Scotland used a col-
lection of GOSPEL SONGS compiled by Philip Phillips an ' known "* s
HALLOl'.'ED SONGS. Thus while the doctors appear to differ, it does
seem reasonably certain that the GOSPEL SONG did exist yea.rs prior
to 1873 and that Dr. Breed failed to trace the GOSPEL SONG back to
its beginning.
The SPIRITUAL had been simply a melody; the GOSPEL SONG ap-
peared in modern harmonic form. The S?IrlITUi-*L contained a good deal
of .sheer subjectivity, sentimentality and diffuseness; the GOSPEL SON
sought a planer, more didactic style. Yet from its progenitor the
T, LORENZ - PRACTICAL CHURCH MUSIC. pTllO ~
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\modern GOSPEL 30110 did retain a harmonic progression and balance,
simplicity of ,nelody, freedom of rhyth-ii, a chorus and interlinear
refrain, and finally a repetition of rords in the chorus. From this
list of cha.racter ist ics one stands out preeminent — the chorus.
The PSALM had given to hymnody simplicity of ;:ielody, the EIIGLISH HYM
had achieved freedom of rhythm, but the GOSPEL SONG sung its v^^y into
the hearts of the common folk through the attractiveness of its re-
frain. Indeed musical critics make the statement that the refrain,
contains all that is worthwhile in a GOSPEL SOiTG, that the verse
seems forced and lacking in real creative spirit. Even as the old
SPIRITUAL refrains were the church's "rural field-tones" so the
GOSPEL SONG refrains break forth spontaneously in the revival services,
the prayer meetings, the young- people's Conventions, Ra.llys, and
Institutes of our own day.
P.P. Bliss and Ira D.Sankey have both been outstanding
spirits in this field of Church music. GOSPEL SONGS,, a compilation
by Bliss, and SACRED SONGS by Sar^key appear to have formed the founda-
tion for the dozens of later collections. The field has not been
limited, for composers have been plenteous. Led by sincere souls like
William Bradbury and Robert Lowry there f lov;ed into the music of the
Church a peculiar sweetness. The "SWEET HOUR OF PRAYER" beca^.e a liv-
ing reality as did also the assurance that "HE LEADETK LiE". The names
of Mrs. Knapp, William Doane , William Tomar, Reverend Stockton, V.'il-
liam Caldwell, James \'»'alch, George Stebb ins, Charles Gabriel, B.D.Ackley
are but representative of a host of musicians who have" been and who

are preaching tneir christian message through the .uediuin of the
GOSPEL SONG.
An unbiased evaluation of the best GrOSPEL SONGS show them
to be inoffensive in content and in rhythm. The oest of these
melodies are as dignified as "HAR'.^ELL" or "AlITIOCH". Their senti-
ments — even £s in ma.ny of the "Methodist tunes" — are often too
personal to iiieet the needs of a public service in the sanctuary.
They serve more effectively in the more intimate relationships of
the fa;r.ily altar, the reekly devotional service, or the Mission
evangelistic service. Brown and Butterworth suinmarize the func-
tion of the G0SP2L SONG by saying- that these songs were not in-
tended primarily for the se-nctuary but rather that their style and
movement show they were made "To vrin the hearing of the multitude,
and put the music of God's praise s.nd Jesus' love into the mouths
1
and hearts of thousands who had oeen stran.^ers to both. "
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i?OUL iiUSIC OF iilSSIOlJ L^UDS.
Since Jesus of ITazareth f^ave to the world the ...j._uty
challenge to "X YE THERE ?CRE
,
M^'D TEACH ALL NATIONS""^, his words
have fired the imp .inat ions of Christians in b.11 ages. From those
days of Christianity's inception, followers of the Cross went
throughout the little country of Palestine preaching the good
news; the Macedonian Call led the v;ay into continental Europe;
St . AUg^ust ine established the new faith in tne Britisn Isles;
Puritans and Jesuits labored in the New World with equal zeal.
This same evanj_.e list ic zepl '.vhich in our modern era had created
the great English Hyinns and tue American Gospel Songs also de-
veloped a sense of responsibility for untold millions of souls
still living in spiritual darlcness. Equipped with the Grospel
story, occidental hymns, and a great huma.n love, the Livingstons,
the Careys, and the Thoburns went forth. After something more
than a. century in t/.e Orient a certain definite tendency in the
field of church music begins to assert itself.
In speaking of the general situation there, the Reverend
P.N.Young of the Cambridge Mission et Delhi, India, decle.res that
the church formerly ma.de a treinendous mistake by overlooking the
great and rich stores of folk-song and ple.in-Chant with which
musical countries like China and India abound. In fact, music,
which might have become an evangelizing agency of the highest order,
1. GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST .x.UTTHE\V. 28:19.
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has been left almost outside liturgical worship. In this ifiOdern
day of rorld travel and association, a strong repction has set in.
"More use is being made of native ;ael'odies for hyiim- singing in
India, and in parts of China the Psalms have been set to Chinese
pentatonic ...odes."-- SuCxx cloc^ relationship exists between
Oriental scales and plain-song that the churchly "Gregorian" is
coming to be of service slso.
The limited material available compels us to confine this
brief survey to the work of India and South Africa,
INJU.
The Christian Church in India hcis come to recognize that
indigenous music is indispensable to its worship, its teaching
program, and its Evangelism.
In regard to the use of native music in '^orship, Indie.'
s
missionaries have done much. In the PU2JJABI the early missionaries
of the United Presbyterian Church of America set psalms to the old
folk tunes of the la.nd, and put these into staff notation. This
collection, published in book form, was the coiamon heritage of
that province nnd of the Hindusthani churches throughout North
and Centra.l Iiiu.ia. Juring tne Grreet VJar an officer in France asked
a Punja.bi regiment to sing him some folk-music, whereupon to his
great surprise, they sang the Psalins of David. Throughout India
1. GARDNER AND NICHOLSON - '.UNUAL OF ENGLISH CHURCH MUSIC. P. 117.
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in all churches collections of indi3,enous Ivrics are used in the
services. ?/hile the to'TO churches shov: greater fondness for
V\festern hymns and tunes, o6cause of the strong influence of "Testern
missionaries, the villcge churches almost exclusively use their
native folk-tunes. Much still reaiains to be done in this field,
for lyrics in TAMIL, BETO.LI
,
TELU5U, IMARESE , MARiVTHI , IvULAYALAM
end other vernaculars are pv-aitin^; tunes.
As the TEACHING phase of the Christian Church gained in-
creasing' recognition, large use Fas made of native music to teach
Bible stories and to inculate Christian truth. In URDU and ICANARESE
the life of Christ has been r)ut into versical form and sung to the
common tune of "PROVIDENCE."
Ssrly missionaries discovered that Hindus and Moha,.u..iedians
cared not for western metres pnd harmonies, therefore the church wa.s
coraToelled to adopt folk-music for its E7ANQ-ELISM. The nctural ser-
mon method, of India is one in v/hich the preacher sings his exposition
accompanied by a small orchestra. Thus, vjhile the evangelist might
use his western tunes as noise to ,^et a crowd, he found it of value
to adopt native music as a vehicle for his .Lessa^-e. the "music ser-
mon" called "HARIKATHA" or "KALAKSHEPAM" is particularly popular in
South India.
Splendid as is the work thus far accoinplished, it is inade-
quate to meet the needs of growing Christianity. We can have no
better concluding thou;:ht than the challenge given by Reverened P.N.
Young of Delhi, v/hen he says "To assist a nascent church to utter
its praise and adoration in song native to itself is a task v:orthy
88
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of e inusician creat in heart rni r:ility. "
SOUTH AFRICA.
When George .Grardner, Archdesn of Cheltenham, and Sidney
Nicholson of Westminster Abbey published their LiAI^IUAL OF ErlGLISH
CHURCH LrUSIC in 1923 for the Society for the promotion of Christian
Knowledge, it was the Reverend W.A.Norton M.A. , Professor in the
University of Capetown, who wrote the chapter on South Africa. The
following discussion is ba.sed on his research.
FoTiC-music will effectually accommodate itself to sacred
purposes in unique ways. This is shown again and again in the
adaptations and arrangements of African melodies to Christian uses.
For example, in BANTU an unrhyined native melod^'- is used by the
natives for a uietrical version of PsaLn LX.V, and becomes a h?.rvest
hymn.
In SESUTO music we find the following ditty:
Mflbcle d oroK^ (z) re ce ; On<^ Ci) )\ai boTd' oeTi^
2
"The millet is going home, let us go horn; Cha"
This is a harvest home song, and "OHA" is the monkey's cry. Mis-
sionaries are usin^ this tune in several languages for a harvest
hymn, because it is a great favorite. The first half easily adapts
1. GARDNER AND NICHOLSON - THE LIANUAL OF ENGLISH CHURCH MUSIC. P. 118
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iitself to Christian use, and as given in XOS«. reads:
"ThE cork GoWb HOME The bOUUS GoHOMf.ffffEAT IS THE V\A«ViE3T '.Trtt ChI^ WiUU BE. TMEKE
AT the: fea^t; AMD xaL e»VH Vl»s WACE^: Glory to God.
A S^Tix3£I£ V.'cir Song has -jeen adapted to a 3:C3UT0 Easter
hymn as follows:"^
Bscwa. W U^Ko VohAe W^e : CKo no\mo - ( e.rn^i^ltJ^^dlinUt^d:^^
J, T d A s,n, d,d, b, s, n, m,
1." I?€ lihUg" Uenyeng: Jesu Kresk tielse U)' \e lUV>eng!
t> o r\ d "t, d
d| d, r, v,
d, d, -r.
^''Reea t^cibeng: Jesu
^esYe tsohA^ (z) \e b\o\eng!
I.e. The children of ..:en a.ll are saying: 3-od ....
1. "We are ashamed". Be not sad: Jesus Christ has come to us:,
Joy ye then I
2. "We are Waesome". 3e not dovnicast: " " " died for us:
Praise Hiin then'.
3. "We are dying". 3e not afraid: Jesus Christ ha.s risen again:
Overcome I
On the mission field, as in the Occident, such old favo-
rites as "ADESTE FIDELES" and "0 QUANTA C^UALIA" are widely known.
To these hyuins have been added collections of native hynm melodies.
Versions of the Lord's Prayer have been set to native melodies in
1. GARDNER AND NICHOLSON - LIANUaL OF ENGLISH CHURCH LIUSIC. P. 125
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OPt{ioi I o/iJ ISiPQ SftroJ oAiti^ Xi'OiU
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iCHI ITYA^TJA, CHOPS, CHISITIITA and other provinces. The church in
Africa needs collections of hyiuns which shall cover the entire
field of church hy.rmody from the ancient hymns and chants even
unto the modern native hymn melodies. Reverend Norton presents
the need in these x'.'ords, "Whst we need is native poets and musi-
cians saturated in the best church music, who shall yet produce
some truly native form,""^ The need is for more creative v;ork
like that of Mr. Azs.ele Liainsane, a ns-tive teacher in the Trans-
vaal, who is producing hymns like the following:
"CHRIST, LORD 0? THE HIGHEST, CHIE^ 0? CHIEF,
•TIS THOU HiiS CONQUERED, '^HER}j]OE ITE REJOICE;
AS FOR THY FOES, THEY ARE TRElIB LING:
AND VS, THY ^.mRRIORS ARE aUD."2
1. GARD.^TER AIID IIICHOLSCII - M.i::UAL C? EliaLISH CHURCH MUSIC. P. 136.
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57/e have seen ho\v Fo Li-music formed the basis of the
cona:re^'at ional sorii of the Christian Church down through the
a.-ies. ',Ve turn noY- to its modern implicc t ions,
'!faat relation does ^o Ik-music bear to modern hymnody?
The ansv;er to this question has been sou.zht through a survey of
t^?elve representative church hymnals. Vi^herever possible author-
ized Church hymnals have been chosen. In this iro^P come THE
BOOK 0? CO/iI.iON PRaISE edited by Jsmes S. Jones — official hymnal
for the Canadian Episcopal Church, TBI, CIIRISTIAII SCIENCE HYIilUL,
FREE LIETHOiDIST PIYIilUL, EVAliaELICAL LUTHSRiiN HYMN-BOCK, THE
]i:ETH0DI3T HYirJAL, HYMNS OF 'VCRSHI? .\rD SERVICE (Presbyterian),
THE MAONIFICAT ( Swede nbor- en)
,
anu KY-iN ^xlD TUNE iiOOK (Unitarian).
Other communions, having no single outhorized hymn collection,
choose ''roi.i amon,v various booxs put out for their denOi:iinat ion.
These are represented by TH^j PILGrRIL! HYLNAL (Oongrej^ational) and
ST. BASIL'S HYMNAL (Roman Catholic). Lastly there are included
two hymnals from independent compilers: HYLINS FOR TliE LIVING AGS
by H. Augustine Smith of Boston University, and SONCS OF pRii-ISE
by an Englishms.n , R. Vaughan Williams. These two latter books
illustrate the trend of present day hyirmody.
Through these modern hymnals the stream of folk-iausic '
will be traced e s it perpetuates itself through the various tyoes
of congre>3'ational song.
93.
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Concerning the place of carol singing in the church life
of modern En ' ', Sir :^rederick Bridge asserts thet "There is
hardly a place of v>'orship — cathedral, church, or chapel — in
which carols are not sung-."^" Such a. stateinent uiay be made of
Jtmerica v^ith equal truth. Church carol services, Co;r.i;iunity "cin'^^'S
"
at tne Yuletide season, strolling Cci.rolers on Cl:.risti:.as Sve —
these combined influences have endeared the Old World carols to
the folk of .v.ierica. It nevertheless re.nains tr^.i.e tha.t fer carols
hctve oeen incorporated within tne pages of orthoaox hyiunboo.cs.
Songs of a lighter type of :.ielody and of ballad style of words
fall short of the dignity stren.th which modern compilers and
composers deaiand, Hymnboo-'cs liliewise show a tendency to include
hymns and tunes of a general nature to the exclusion of others of
a specific nature. The result of a survey of twelve hyuinbooks
shows but tv.'o trauitional carol tunes v:hich are comaion to at least
two hymnals. Others may remain hidden under the general term
TfuiDITICNAL, r nd such tunes will receive proper cone idera.t ion under
that classification.
Perhaps no carol is :rxOre widely sung by modern carolers
than is THE FIRST NO'^LL. In quaint pictorial language it re-
la.tes the Nativity story from the moment the Angel spoke the first
Noel to "certain POOR SHEPHERDS", until the wisemen reverently of-
~- PHILLIPS - CAROLS: Th!i:iK ORIGIN ,IiUSlO ,AID COlMlCTIOJf \t'll'K
ilYSTSRY PLiYS. FOR'VARD.
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fered their gifts. Each stanza is clii^axed by the stirring,
joi'-ous refrain,
^ 1-1 I 1 V J
'
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Of this carol's history'- little is known. a'.B.Sandys included it
in "ris CHRISTIIAS CAROLS, AITCISITT A^D MODERl'I , ivhich ^-e rablished
in 1833. From this huinble beginning it has gone into practically
all Oarol collections, and now finds a place in four hyinnboolcs;
the Unitarian (535), Canadian Spiscopal edited by Jones (748),
St. Basil's Catholic Hymnal (159), and HYIiNS ?0R TH1£ LIVING AGE
by H. Au^-ustine Smith (131).
The second carol ITOHL is variously classified as carol,
English Folk Song, and as a traditional air. There is ^eneral
agreement, however, that the tune ras arranged by Arthur 3. Sul-
livan in 1874. Five hymna..ls have included this tune; the Congre-
gational (101), Presbyterian (92), Sinith (93), SONGS OF PRiilSE by
Williams (S73) , c\n6. the Canadian Episcopal. Its rhythmic melody
su££^,ests a ring ga^^e or folk dance.
VI
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TKS CKCrL.LE IN IvIODSRlI HYxuIIODY.
No v'ord .iiore fittin^^ly describes the chorales of
Germany than the vrord :iAJ2STIC. Their earnestness and uiajesty
carried the mighty Reformation to a victory v.'hich was indeed
triumphant. Actuated by a tolerant spirit, even in a time of
doctrinal controversy and ecclesiastical hatred, the great chorales
became the nucleus for a Protestant hyranody. Their spirit has in-
sured them a place in Christian hymnody throughout all time.
No com.nunion has been more appreciative of its musical
heritage than has tr.e modern follovjers of Luther. T!-!E EVAITGELICAL
LUTl-iiii-u-i.. iiYMN-BOCii, Oj.i'ici^-cl nymnal of the LutherL.i ^tacanut ion
,
contains one hundred and ninety-four chorales — more than one-third
of the entire number of tunes in the collection. Amon^ the com-
posers or ARfUiTG-SRS are listed such v/ell-.cno^ naiaes as Isaac (1519)
,
Koephl (1537), Decius (1539), Fuller ,(1555) , Sisleben (1598), Vulpius
(1309), Cruger (1349), Ahle (13G4), '^^eling (1336), and many others.
In luther's day his chorales were adopted into hyinnals of
the Roman Catholic faitn. None are included in ST. 3A3IL's HYlviNAL
,
which has been used, to represelit Catholic hymnody in this survey.
In consequence of that fact, this resume' is limited to the remaining
eleven Protestant hymnals. ?Tom these come more than thirty chorales
s.
which are common to two or more books.
9B.

SIXTEENTH CENTURY CHORALSS.
It was on the thirty-first of October in the 3^ear 1517
tha.t the youthful monk, Martin Luther, nailed his ninety-five theses
to the door of the Cathedral at "'ittenberg and oy tnat act inBtif;:ated
the Protestant Reforniat ion, ".ve have seen how it Ijecame necessary to
create a netive, cont,reg-pt ional hy.r.nody."^ Luther rna his friends
undertoolc t„is tasii, and iiiucn oi "U-ie splendid results of that effort
is still with us.
We start our survey Tith the chorales of the ^reat Reformer,
himself. Eleven hyrinals contain in coimrion three of the hyams popular-
13'- attributed to Luther. No chorale has ever attained such v/orld-i-ide
r-s
.^^
recoo'nition as has "EIlP FESTE EURG""". Noble End majestic in its
st3/le , this hymn has the signal honor of being the only chorale to
appear in each of the eleven Protestant hyinnals surveyed. "AUS TIEFER
NOT", equally characteristic, is much less familiar, for only tTO
books - L.415, -;nd Sw.544,— include it.
One day Luther ^ms riding along a country road, \Then he
heard a "wayfaring man" singing a melody which impressed him. Dis-
:;!0unting he requested the stranger to repeat the tune, whereupon he
noted it do\m on a T)iece of -oaoer. This is said to be the origin of
1. B 38
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"LUTHER'S HW
,
tne original form of which is ns lollors:
LUTHER'S HYMN.-^
To this iflelody Luther put v;ords which he called"ii Thanksgiving
for the hi.vhest benefits which GrOd hns shoi^-n us in Christ". It
was first published in 1535 and twenty years later the hymn and
tune played an important part at a great meeting in Frankfort.
A group of orinces of the new faith had met in that city for a
big service. Tne assembly gathered at St .Bartholomew' s church
but were dismayed to find a Roman Catholic priest in possession
of the oulpit. The p'-;Uence listened in silence for a time while
he exposed his ovm views in forceful fashion, then prose and
spontaneously joined in singing "Luthei»s HY21N".
This name was ^iven to the melody early in the nineteenth
century when Reverend
^.V. Collyer set it to the hymn beginning "Great
Cod what do I see and hear". From that time its oo-oularity was as-
sured in Sngland, various solo arrangements of it oeing made. Few
tunes have appeared in such a variety of forms as this hymn. At
1. LISHTWOOD - HYMN-TUl^S AND THEIR STORY. P. 335.
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least tv;enty-four different versions ore in existence arising
from the fact that nearly every diocese in Oerrnany has its ovrn
GESAIia-BUCH containing the particular form of the melody peculiar
to that locality. IVhile difficult to trace, we are certain that
the melody belongs to Luther's time.
"VATER UNSER"
,
a chorale by Koephl, v,^s arranged in the
year 1538, and set to Martin Luther's iLetrical version of the
Lord's Prayer. This union i-s retained by the Lutheran h3r!iinal. THE
BOOK OF COlvrivION PRAISE (C.S.) traces its ori-in to the G-EISTLICIiE
LIEDEH, which was published in Leipsig in 1539. Williaais includes
a chorale by the same name (p. 407) then accredits its melody to
Schumann's aESANG-BUCH, 1539.
Next, in ^oint of time, comes "VOM KBIMEL NCCH" , which
Schumann composed in 1539. The Lutheran hyiimal (150) has linked
the melody to two sets of Christmas words, one being a hy.nn by
Luther, and tiie other by Cornelius Treund, 1591. Williams' SONGS
pF PRtilSE (365) lil:ewise includes this chorale.
Nicholai (1553-1S08) is re.v.emuered in our hyninody "oy his
"WACHET AUF", which has been used in T"^ LiAGNIFICAT (136) and SONGS
OF PflAISE (391) .
In this grouTD of early chorale makers is Melchior Tialpius,
who lived from 15G0 to 1316. His "^/ULPIUS" and "^AEIMAR" both per-
petuate themselves throut^h three -^--.nnals. "\njLpiTJS" is given in the
Swedenborgen (255) , in Williams (96) , while the Unitaria.n uses the
melody four times P? 341, 384, 455 and 469. "^.VSIMAR" appears in
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"THE CHRIoTIAII 3CISNCE HYiaUL-, P.lol, as an "ancient uielody"
,
in
TtlE BOOK OF COlvLlOK PIUIS2 (1:3), f.nd in SONGS OF PRAISE (150).
La.stanon£_ sixteenth century chorale arrangers is Hens Leo
Hassler (1554-1612). It is his "PASSION CHORALS" which, u:ore truly
than any other chorale, interprets the noble tragedy of Jesus'
death and passion. The rnelody is of secular origin, be int.-- origin-
ally set to some verses of an ar^iatory character beginning "I'lEIN
aiviUT 1ST AIR VER7vIRRET". It v.-as in 1301 that Hans Leo H?ssler, a
German orrar.ist, arranged it for sacred use. In 1559 Paul Gerhardt
translated into German the lovely hymn of St. Bernard
SAL^JE CAPUT CRUSITTATUM
(0 sacred Head, once wounded)
whereupon tune end hyrm were united. The .lielody as we know it was
altered by Bach, r;ho introduced it into his St .Matthew Passion.
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Modern hymnody has retained this setting' of words a.nd tune because
of its ".-onderful interpretation of the passion — O.E., Co.l5l,
L.201, M.E.llO, S.151, Sr. 173, U.309, and W.83.
SSTENTSENTH CENTURY CHORALES.
Historians tell us t/.at during the early seventeenth
1
.
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century a la.rge nUiuoer oi the most beautiful ..-ielodies of the
German church were produced. Modern hyinnody a.ccredits the truth
of this statement , for eleven representative hyrnnals include
fifteen chorales, which are coiVuwOn to t^^^^o or uiore hymnals, from
this period.
The name of Melchior Teschner stands out as a connecting
link between the old century of writers and the new. "ST . T^TSODULPH"
first apoeared in V.Herberger » s AITDECHTIGSS aE33T, to "volet will ich
dir geben". This book arineared in 1315 and accredits the chors.le to
Teschner. Siohit modern hymnals retain tne li.elody. THE SVAl'GE LIC^^L
LaTiiERAN HTLSN-BOOK (179-532) places its date of composition in 1613;
William's SOIIGS 0? (72) acceots that date flso. In CT.E. 132,
Go. 1-3, ji.E. 32, p. 114, S.143, and Sw. 173, the accepted date is
1515. Teschner' s melody received its harmonization from Bach. Its
popularity : "urther increa.sed by its inclusion in Dr. Zahn's
chorale collection.
Johann K. Schein (1583-1650) contributes two chora.lee.
"EISENACH" claims its ..lelody from him and its later harmonization
from the great Bach. In modernized form it a.^Doears in C.S.303,
Sw.80, and W.138. "LSIPSIC" finds a pierce in the Canadian Episcopal
hymnal, the Presbyterian (483) , while the Swedenborgen hymnal in-
cludes the melody three times, but accredits it to Josephus
Clauderi (1333)
.
Foremost among the composers of the seventeenth century
stands Johann Cruger (1538-1332) to whom we give credit for compos-
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ing "lOT DANI^ET" and "SCHIIUECKE DICH". '7ith the exception of
"EIN FESTS BURG" probabl^^ no chorale is more widely known than
"l^TUK DANICET ALLE GOTT", which is generally accredited to him.
This tune first appeared in PR^^XIS PIET^.TIS LSLICA, a booi: of tunes
edited by Jobann Cruger, cantor of St .Nicholas ' Church in Berlin.
There is no proof, however, that Cruger composed t^e tune. Another
interesting: story assigns the air to the author oi tue words. The
story takes plb.ce during the Thirty Years V.'ar when religious strife
was intense. Martin Rinkart ha.d been precentor at a church at
Sisleben, the birthplace ox Luther. T/'hen the v-^ar oroice out ne re-
turned to Eilenburg, his native place, £.nd there stayed through the
wcciry years of v;ar, helping those in poverty and distress, even
while he, himself, put up with the extortions and rudeness of the
soldiers lYho v/ere frequently stationed in his house. After twenty
years of hardship, the plague broice out. Al:'iiost single-handed,
Rinkart ca.red for the people. He buried upv/ards of four thousand
persons, but v;as himself untouched by sickness. Fainine came, and
when at its height the enemy returned and demanded enormous tribute,
but Rinkart interceded so effectually'' that the terms were reduced.
Then a stre.nger appea.red in the town, heralding his coming by
truinpets, and proclaiming the news that peace ha,d come. The heart-
felt gratitude of the old pastor burst forth in the joyous words:
"NO'.V THANIC \'^E .iLL OUR GOD,
'."ITH HEARTS "AliDHillTDS AND VOICES."
102.
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Even as he vj^?.s ivriting the words, the simple yet majestic air
came to his mind, andhB v7Tote it dovm with his song.
1
ITUN DANKET JiLlE GOTT.
J
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This great hymn is called the TE DEUM of Germany, a,nd throughout
the years it nas jeen t;ie great thanksgiving hymn of the Fa.therla.nd.
In England it occupies a similar position, for it was universally sung
throughout the churches a.nd cha.pels of the country at the close of
the South African War in 1302. i^esides its place in the Canadian
Episcopal hymnal, it is found in Co. 13 , L.S4, M.E.Sl, P. 473, S.lOO,
Sw.431, U.137, and Williams 418-451.
"SCa-IUECKE DICH" , tne second of Oruger's melodies, occurs
only in SONGS OF PRiilSE (145) and in the Lutheran hymnal. In the
la.tter (432) the melody is somewhat unique in its rhythm. Three con-
tracting themes comprise the melody. The openin;. strain of six i..easures
is in 2/4 time, the second part is in 3/4 time, while the third re-
turns to the original rhythm.
About the time that Cruger was beginning his woric, there were
born in Germany two children whose geniuses were some day to be di-
1. EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN HYMN-BOOK. P. 57, No. 64.
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1rected, even &s his had oeen, to the realm of congregational
music. The first was Johann Georg Sbeling (1520-1673), the
composer of "?rU."C01TIA" . Tnis nielody — C.3.331, L.403, P.
238-519,
and W.313 — lias tne simplicity of a Calvinistic psalm
tune. The
second v,-as (Jeorg Neuinark ^vhose "BREMEN" ms composed in 1640
—
according to the Lutheren hy^nnpl. His "l^UIiARK" is found in THE
PILGRIU HY^IJaL.(CoO , HY..:: ..^^ rU.I^ ^CCv (U) , and -.Villi^^-is' SOiTGS
OF PRAISE. "vrZR NUR DEIT LIEBSN OOTT" occurs but in two,
TI-E L1.^GNI-
FICi.T (Sv^/.) i.nd THE EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN HY2^:N-300K.
Just four years later the v^-ell-KnoYni composer, Ahle (1635-
1373) ca:rie to join the group. From him we still cherish "LISBSTER
JESU" end "NUREMBERG". The first occurs only in Vfillia.as' and
the
Lutheran hymnals, but the second is much better .cnovrn through its
oace in C.S. 135, F.M. 319, M.E. 71-470, and U. 123-175-337
.
''..ii-rtOE MUNTEIi",.as given in the Lutheran and Williams book
is adopted from a melody by J. Schop in 1340.
The tune "ANGELUS" illustrates the manner in T-fnich chorale
have been altered or adapted to suit certr.;in metres. The original
melody began as fo11ot,ys:
1. LIGHTWOOD - HY..N TUNES AND THEIR STORY. P. 333.
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Hyranbooks still accredit "ANGSLU3" to G. Joeephi, a Geriaan court
musician, who lived in 1357, even though the composer's original
i'nelod}^ has suffered so much alteration. Joseohi composed a number
of tunes for tne hymns of Joha^nn Scheffler, who went under tne na,me
of "AXGELUS" Silesius.
Our survey of this century closes with "NIilA!''DER" , a melody
which finds a place in Willia.ns' and the Lutheran hymnals. Accord-
ing to SONGS OF PHAIS2 (456) our modern arrangement comes from the
chorale "Unser Herescher" by J. ITeander, who lived from 1640-1680.
OLD CHORilLES.
The discussion might continue by present in^^- a resu/ne of
such eighteenth century chorales as "DAS WALT GOTT VAT1£R", "STUTT_
GART" and "DIX". Such a procedure would lead away from true folk
music, however, into a realm of conscious art. Thus we conclude
our survey by a consideration of four old chorales whose origin
remains uncertain.
Wesley, after his first acquaintance with the Moravians,
spent much of his time in 1738 visiting their various settlements.
At that time FREYLINGHAUSEN • S GESANGBUCH was cominonly used by the
Brethren, and Wesley's copy is still preserved in tne library of
the Wesleya,n College at Richmond. Coming to love their songs, it
is not stsange that ?;eGley included many chorales in his FOUNDERY
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TUNE BOOK. Among them v^ere "AlISTERDAI^I" and "'A'lNCHESTER NEW". The
first nas always been ascribed to Hares, but incorrectly, for it
was in use before he ras born.^ This origin is still accepted by
F.M. 368-638, M.S. 442, 3.477, ond Sw. 45, while P. calls it "ANON"
1742, and Co. 57 5, and U.332 trace it to the FOUNDERY TUNE BOOK.
Four hymnals — C.S.22, F.LI. 11, Sw. 11-215, and V.'. 45-84, include
^nNCHSSTER NSW.
"DIJON" is also known as a Geraian evening hymn. C.S. s.s-
cribes it to J. 3.3itthauer (141). THE BOOK OF COLIIiON PRAISE traces
it to T.Tliedner's LIEDER-BUGH FUR KLEINIINDER, Schulen in 1342 to
"mude bin ich.
"
"SWABIA", the last of this iroup, is an interesting old
Ger.r:an chorale to which has been set Isaac Y/att»s metrical version
of tne Twenty-third Psalm and va.rious hymns by Charles Wesley. The
Unitarian hymnal assigns it to Cruger; the Lutheran book simply lists
it es an OLD GERLIAN CHOR;.L arranged by REV. ;;. H. H^.l^RGx.L in 1849.
The historical notes of THE BOOK OF COl^IMON PRAISE (C.E.) records
the added information that "S'^.'ABIA" appeared in J.M.Spiess' D-ATIDS
HARPFEN-SPIEL 1745 to "Ach wachet". This is accredited by Dr.Zohn
also. An earlier form, however, is in J. Cruger 's GESANG BUCK, 1340
to "Nun begehn". A still earlier form is in L. Lossius' PSALLIODIA,
1553 to "Testum nunc celebre". In modern h^rmnody "S'Ai^BIA" is found
in C.E. Co. 228, L.373, M.E.461, P. 383, S.56, Sw. 83 , and U.362.
1. LIGHTVroOD - HYLiN TUNES AND THEIR STORY. P. 124.
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Thus in soiae detail we have seen the place which
Lutheran hy-nnody holds in our modern congregationsl music.
The spirit which inspired the chorale xriakers of the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries was so truly devotional that their
V70rk lives eiter the;.:. The ...L^jestic chorale is needed in the
congregationa.1 music of the Christia.n Church.
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IPSALI-IODY.
Puritanism arose as a protest .nove.iient a^^ainst church
ceremonialism. It ^as John Calvin who, being conscious of certain
harmful tendencies in ritualism, declared all formal worship an
offense to GrOd; tnd conceived a simple, democratic form of worship
in which instruments of music and trained choirs had no place, and
only the sin£;ing oy the congregation of Biblical Psalms in verse
W8.S recognized. Only "inspired" words could fittingly be sung in
a service of praise, and thus were excluded all the tenderer senti-
ments of the Christian Gospel. Cnlvin lil^ewise looked with disfavor
on the florid music and harmonies of the German Chorale; therefore
he insisted upon an unharmonized melody which had one note to a
syllable. In consequence of these restrictions, there grew up, in
support of the stern Calvinistic theology, a Psalmody of plain, un-
emotional, unison tunes.
In 1344 the House of Lords formally sanctioned the new
puritan form of service. The new rule declared that where many in
the congregation could not read, the custom of "lining out" or
"deaconing" the psalms should be adopted. We have seen how this
custom materially decreased the number of familiar tunes and eventu-
ally led to the dying-out of psalm-singing altogether. That modern
Hymnody has suffered from this old custom is revealed by our survey,
for twelve hymnals include only thirteen conmion psalm tunes. These
v:e shall classify as Genevan, Scotch, and English.
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aElIEVAN PSAU: TUIJES.
It was during his three years of exile at Strasburg that
Calvin produced his first psalter. Returning; to Geneva in 1543 he
procured the musician Bourgeois to "prrn-arje" s^^itnble Dsa.lm tunes,
a.nd together they compiled the Genevan Psalters of 1343 and 1543.
Successive ones appeared until, in 1562, the complete psalter ms
published.
The oldest of our psalm tunes trace their lineage from the
1543 Psalter. Our hymng^l survey reveals t';vo such tunes, both of
which have attained considerable recognition. "OLD 134TH" , likewise
IcnOTATi as "TOULON", has a tune which is both melodious and militant.
OLD 124TH.-^
2
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Particularly is this latter characteristic evident when the
tune is linked v:ith Wortman's hyinn, "God of the Prophets". This
noble tune was once used on a -lemorFible occasion in the history of
Geneva. The Duke of Savoy, impelled by relig;,ious motives and even
1. PRSISBYTERIAN - HYLriS C? ^VORSHIP .-.ND SERVICE. P.350.
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more by a sense of .treed, bad long scheined to storm and talce the
great stronghold of Protestantism. Failin.j- in all attempts, he at
length succeeded in bribing some of tht inhabit^^.nts; and, having
trained an entrance, he :aa.de the famous attacx on the city kno^-m as
the Escalade. The attack wa.s repulsed by tne bravery of the citi-
zens and "As the printer sun bega.n to color the distant snows, and
the second Sunday in December of the year 1302 brolce on Geneva, the
voice of the multitude rose in the 124th Psalin."^"
Originally a five-line :nelody, it has nor been altered to
fit the more modern 4-10^. The power and dignity of "OLD 1.34TH"
assures its retention not only in the Presbyterian hymnal (13-478)
but likewise in the Christian Science (166), Lutheran (486), Smith
(402), Unitarian (202-385) and '^Tilliams (197) as well.
"OLD 134TH", which in our modern day is more often knoTO
as "ST.MICKiiEL" , also dates its inception from the psalter of 1543.
It finds a place in five modern hymnals: C.E.86, L.490, P. 587-409-480
U.365, and W.350.
The GENilVAN PSALTER of 1551 gives us "AUTULiN" and "OLD
HUNDREDTH". The foru.er was arranged from Psalm XLII in pseauiiies
OCTANTS TROIS, Geneva, 1551. Modern hymnals give the melody as
follows:
The agreement of hymnals concerning the melody does not continue
t: Liam'oOi) - iiymn fui-Es i.m their story, p. 35
2. BENSON - CHRISTIAN SONG. No. 172.
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in the matter of sources for Louis von Ssch is accredited with
the iuelody by the M.S. 136-139, 3w. 145, Co..c8, and U.118;
Francois H. Barthelimon composed it in 1785 according to S.58, and
p. 48; and "A SPANISH .lELODY FROM UARSCHIO" is the origin given by
C.S.125, and the F.li. 94-309.
Most popular of all psalrn tunes is "OLD HUNDRSDTH"''' ac-
cording to the hyrnnal survey, for it alone is included in the entire
eleven Protestant hymnals. The earliest knovm version of this tune
is found in a HUGUENOT PSALTER originally published at Geneva in
1551. ^.ccording to the best authorities it was adopted by Bourgeois
from a secular source. Puritan refugees, upon their return to
England, carried it with them. It was not included in the 1532 edi-
tion of STERNHCLD AND HOPKINS PSALTER, but did appear in the harmon-
ized psalter of 1563. This book altered the tune end Ravenscroft
perpetuated that alteration. From this time there appeared one
corrupt version after another. The form now in general use (with
equal notes throughout) appeared during the middle of the eighteenth
century, but its popularity is of recent date.
Last in our Genevan group comes 'OLD 137TH" a tune which
first appeared in the ANGIO-GENSVAN PSALTER of 1558, and which
still lives in the hyinnody of the Lutheran and the Williams' hymnals.
SCOTCH PSALM TUNES.
The Scottish reformers were largely indebted to the church
at Geneva for the words and music of their Psaljn-book. Yet of
l.See P. 51.
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"OLD 124TH" it is said that "This is the only case in rhich from
the Reformation to the present day the sa.me psalra end tune hpve
continued to be used together in the churches of John Cc^lvin c^nd
John Knox."^" It was the HART PSALTER appearing in 1315, that
introduced the new COMLIONlUNSS "hich were often native airs. These
folk-tunes became a part of the very fibre of Scottish Psa^jnody,
Robert Burns, revealing the very soul of Scottish life, iiiimortalises
"VJILD DUNDEE" and plaintive "MARTYRS" in hie picture of the Cotter's
family at their simple family worship.
Modern hymnody is enriched by four tunes from the HART
PSALTER. "A3BEY"
,
which appears only in our Swedenborgen and
Williams books, is probably the least familiar. Not so in Scotland,
however, for it is the opening hymn tune and the twenty-seventh
psalm tune in THE MUSIC 0? THE CHURCH HYMNARY AND THE PSALTER IN
METRE by Cov.fan and Love. After its presentation in the Scottish
psalter, "ABBEY" was introduced into Enp^land by the 1621 edition
of Ravenscroft ' s Y/HOLE BOOK 0? PSALI/.S, v'here it was classified as
a Scottish tune.
"DUNDEE", or "FRET^CH" (as the Scotch neoDle have almys
called it) , ranks with "OLD HUNDREDTH" in its universal popularity.
It was fifth in the list of common tunes included in the Psalter
of 1315, and has been variously listed a.s a French and a.s a Scotch
tune. Its melody is as follows:
COWAN AND LO^TE - THE MUSIC OF THE CHURCH HTmN/iRY. ' P. 103.
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and is included in all of the eleven Protestant hymn-books.
A third Scotch tune, "DUNFERLINE
"
, is bein^' perpetuated
through at least three of our hymnals: the F.M.36, S.411, and
U.383-4S8.
Last in our list of 1615 Psalter tunes is "YOniC". Like
the others, this tune also found its ray into Iif*7EIJ3CR0Fl!s PSALTER
and there ^ms known as a Northern tune. Known in Scotland for many
years as 'THE STILT", this tune (seventh of the Com;aon Tunes) at-
tained considerable popularity. ',Ve are told that half the nurses
in Scotland used this air as a lullaby; that the chimes of many
country churches nave played it from ti;ae iimaemorial. This is the
tune that John Milton, the elder, harmonized for Ravenscroft. It
continues to find a place in C.E.467, Co. 299-412, C.S.209, 3w.l35,
and 344-383.
The Psalter of 1635 was a harmonized version. Among the
new airs introduced, one , "LONDON NS^^"
,
has won reco.cnition as a
standard psalm tune. Four modern hymnals continue its use, namely
.E
. , P . 355 , Sw. SoO , and 240
.
In concluding Scotch psaljnody, mention should be made of
1. LiaHT'^OOD - HYilN TUNES AND THEIR STORY. P. 62.
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the tune "liAHTYRDOLl" , or "AVON". This fa.iailip.r air is retained
in seven of our leading modern hymnals, and the English compiler
of 3CNCJS OF PRAISE (205) lists it as "possibly s.n old Scottish
melody", \Thich he see.as to have found in Smith's SACRED I^USIC, pub-
lished in 1825. Other hymnals assign it to Hugh /Wilson.
ENGLISH PSAIM TUNES.
All during the five years prior to their exile, the English
Puritans had been at work crea.ting a suitable psalmody for their wor-
ship. If, perchance, their efforts extended to the arranging of
melodies, none of these have been perpetuated. The tunes of the
various Geneva Psalters passed over into English worship, thereby
determining the style of church music from that time until the
Methodist revival. The Ca,lvinistic psalms furnished the pattern for
all native compositions, and out of them developed our OLD ENGLISH
HYIiIN. In view of the fact that the present survey is concerned only
v.'ith those tunes which are definitely the outgrowth of folk-music,
it becomes necessary to disregard this nev;er hymn type and restrict
our discussion to a few of the earlier na.tive psalm tunes. Our
search for such tunes leads us amy from tr.e orthodox OLD ^/ERSION
to certain less well-knov.Ti psalters.
A Dr. Tye
,
organist of Ely Cathedral and of the Chapel Royal
during Elizabeth's reign, took upon himself the task of versifying
portions of the New Testament. In 1553 there appeared a hymn-book
whose title began as follows:
114.

"THE ^XTES OF TH£ APOSTLES, translated into Englyshe
iietre and dedicated to the X^aiges most excellent liajestye dy
Ohristofer Tye Doctor in Musike Tnile this volume
lacked much in t^oetic cha.rra, its rnucic ivas infinitely superior
to its poetry, and thus the book attained the distinction oi being
the first collection of original tunes.
Modern hymnady is indeoted to Tye's psalter for tiTO tunes.
"CiETHS£.,x--ii^'E " is included in the Candian Episcopal and the Swedenborgen
hymnals. In both the modern arrangement by Dr.Monk is used. "',VIN-
OHESTSR OLl!" is frequently ascribed to '^ST'S PSiiU.3, which appeared
nearly a half century after the work by Dr. Tye., ^jYilliams (5S-102) and
the Lutheran (72) hymnals still sanction tnat origin. The Sweden-
borgen (9-210) and the Canadian Episcopal (75) books have returned
to the earlier source. The name of Kirbye is frequently associated
with this tune, and modern historians now believe him to be a seven-
teenth century musician v.'ho rediscovered and adapted the old melody.
DAY'S PSALTER of 1533 (a Sternhold and Hopkins version)
has contributed to modern psalmody "OLD 132ND". This fine old tune,
better known as "ST. FLAVIAN" , finds a place in the Christian Science,
Canadian Episcopal, Lutheran, Unitarian and Williams hyuinals.
In the latter part of the sixteenth century there lived in
London a goldsmith by the name of John Bull. Amontzst his musical
friends he nUi-nbered "one of Her Majesties' Musitions" named V/illiam
Damon. These two friends were wont to while away many an evening
1. LlGHTiVOOD - HYjIN TUNES AND THEIR STORY. P. 39
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in psalin sini-,ing, and often the musician would compose new tunes
for the other's private use. Having no thought of projecting
these hastily composed sdrs into public use, Damon was somewhat
amazed when in 1579 a book appeared entitled "THE PSALiJS OF DAVID
with notes of foure parts set unto them by Guilielin Damon
for John Bull Printed by John Daye". Aiiiong the new four-
line tunes which this book introduced was "SOUTHT'.'ELL" , '-hich
modern hymnody retains through the Canadian Episcopal (l5l)
,
Lutheran (554) , and Williams (34) books.
In concluding our 2n,^-lish psalm tunes, we turn to the
psalter which Este published in 1592. In the ESTE PSALTER occurs
the earliest example of namin,':^ tunes. Among the three tunes
named is "CHESHIRE", which is still found in v;illiams« SONG OF
PRAISE and Jones" THE BOOK OF COliMON PRAISE.
Thus briefly we have seen how Psalmody, expressive of
the severely simple, democratic concept of worship fostered by
Calvin, comes to us from the Genevan, Scotch, and English
sources, contributing to modern congregational song a. solid
dignity which is sorely needed in our day.
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ITHE CONTRIBUTION OF THE EITSLISH HYMN.
The ENGLISH HYMN holds a fore-most r»lace in our modern
hymnals. It has assumed a va.riety of forms beginning with those
earliest imitations of the psalm tunes which were admitted into
the NSV/ ^/ERSION; receiving life and form through the rhythmic tunes
of the 3.V8.nge lical Movement; developing through the Oxford Movement
a form which is harmonic rather than melodic. From the uasis of
folk-song our interest centers in the second sta.ge of development
for in that period the ENGLISH HYi.IN took on definite form and becajne
a spiritual force. From the introduction of folk-tunes, from the
adaptation of popular airs, and from the prevalent operatic spirit
of the age the so-called "Llethodist tunes" a.ttained a melodiousness
and a rhythmic style quite unlike the earlier congregational song.
John V/esley refused to e^cknowledge the extreme fuguing
tunes as typice.lly Methodistic. Neither would he include them in
his own tune collections. Hymnody accepting and approving his de-
cision by eliminating the extreme types, still has a larger number
of Methodist tunes than tunes of any other type. Fifty-six of these
ENGLISH HYMN tunes are conimon to the eleven Protestant hymna.ls
which make up this survey. While every denomination has reta^ined
a goodly number of these tunes, it is but natural the IffiTHODIST
HYIwNaL should rank first with a total of forty-eight tunes from this
common list. the FREE METHODIST KYMNaL is second with forty-three.
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EARLY r^aLISH TUNSS.
The yerir 1708 saw the a-nne?rrnce of ^ tune-book called
LYRA DAVIDICA, a small unpretentious volume of some eighty pages,
Within its leaves was hidden a unique tune called "THE RESURRSOTION"
.
No composer^s name was given. The compiler had apparently become
familiar with the freer anthem style of Henry Purcell, and conceived
the idea of creating a tune which would break away from the old
syllabic psalm tunes by having two, three or more notes to a syll-
able. In fact his preface relates how in Germany "They have an
abundance of divine songs and hymns all set to short end pleasant
tunes, the -oeass.nt at his plow, the servants at their labor, the
children in the street . . . ;.iai:e use of these for the expression of
their mirth. »•' The compiler little thought that in making such an
experiment he was creating a style of congregational song which
should become the vehicle for the Methodist Revival, Years passed.
The tiine remained in obscurity until the year 174.3 when John
Wesley inserted it in his FOUITDERY TUITE-BCOK, altering the melody
somewhat, and calling it "SALISBURY" — probably'' in memory of his
visits to that place to see his mother. This melody he set to
Charles Wesley's well-known hymn of "Caster.
"EASTER KYLIIT" (OR "RT-] SURRi^CTION")
^
1. LIGHTV/OOD - HYilN TU1-IF,S AND TH:SIR STORIES. P.9S
2. THE !^ETKODIST HY1£ML. P. 114.
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Meanwhile the Church of England remained loyal to its
psalmody. Dr. Burney writing in 1789 makes the significant obser-
vation that the only nei.v tunes tha.t had y^on recognition in the
Episcopalian church service over a period of a hundred years were
"HANOVER" and the •EASTER HYMN".
Originally published as anonymous, this tune has been
va.riously assigned — yet v/ithout proof — to ^/organ, Care^T-, and
Hsndel. "n'hen the reaction to the extreme fuguing tunes set in
and the old psalm tunes were reinstated in the interest of ecclesias-
tical dignity, this grand old tune caine under suspicion. In 1850
the Gheadle Association for the Promotion of Church Music offered a
prize for a new setting to the hymn. Dr. Monk's tune, although in-
serted in HYMHS ANCISI'TT AND IIODERN, has been unable to dethrone
"EASTER HYMN" with its rolling "Hallelujahs". Probably no tune is
so universally sung on any festal day as is this tune on Easter Sun-
day. It .nay be found in the Congregation Hymnal - 152, C.E. , M.E.
78-114, 3.131, 3W.186, and W. 93-98.
"ST. iiiARTIWS" is a "liethodist" tune of uncertain date. It
is generally accredited to a fanciful psa.linodist of the eighteenth
century knovm as ^^illiarn Tans' ur (1700-1783). Tnen about thirty
years of age, Tans' ur settled at Ewell from v/hence he published his
HARLiONY OF SION, It is definitely knov/n that some of his tunes were
included in the FOUNDERY TUNE-300K and because popular with the
Methodists. We are told that his 'bOLCKESTER" was used both in the
Church of England and likewise among the Methodists until 1840.
"3T.IvI.»RTIN3" probably became knov.-n in the same way. It is found today
119.
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Iin C.3. 35, M.E. 133-400, Sw.474, and U.40 2.
"A7IS0N" is a rhythmic, melodious tune by Charles
Avison (1710-1770). Its stirring laelody is a most appropriate
setting to the joyous Christmas hymn by Willi^'^m Muhlenberg. Three
of our modern hymnals, Methodist, Presbyterian and Swedenborgen
,
continue its use.
In dealing with tunes from the modern era, it is recog-
nized tha.t sufficient time hp.s not elapsed for G^ny one tune to
achieve such -distinction as nas '*EIN FSSTE BURCJ" or "OLD HUNDREDTH"
in the realms of the CHOftALE and the PSAIM. Among these ENGLISH mim
tunes of the Methodist Revival, however, none have attained greater
recognition than John Hatton' s popular tune "JUKE 3TFIEET". This tune
not only is included in the eleven Protestant hymnals but in seven
of the nuiiiber the melody is used from two to five 'iiffere!:it 'times,
thereby reaching a grand total of thirty appearances. "DUKE STREET"
is sung to the familiar missionary hymn of Isaac V/atts
"JESUS Syj.LL REIGN THER-E'ER THE SUN
DOES HIS SUCCESSIVE JOURNEYS RUN;"
The geria of the opera is to be found in the Miracle plays
of the Middle Ages. Tirst produced in Italy, its influence con-
tinued to spread throughout the continent. By the eighteenth century
the opera had become musical rather than o^to^ioeri. The elements
of "intelligible melody" and "spirited rhythms" had invaded the music
of the church, as we have seen. It was the desire on the part of
vocalists to excel in brilliancy of technique that led to the develop
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merit of the florid style. Henry Purcell, England's greatest com-
poser, saw in this nev; freedom an opportunity to crea.te a tyoe of
music which should be peculiarly native to his people. It is
said that "His ruelodies bear the freshness and sponta.neity of the
English Folk-Son^ at a period when music iicis generally cultivated,
before civil v:a.x and religious bigotry had crushed the art spirit
which, during the sixteerith century?-, had made the English people
the leaders in musical pro^,ress. "^i' John Wesley T/e loomed this new
freedom in composition, and among the early tunes of the Revival
ere operatic airs from Handel, Arne and Rousseau.
Handel's oratorios have proved a fertile source for the
raajQjfacture of hymn-tunes, ^rom his LSSSIAH comes "3R^xD7CRD"
,
Vnich is contained in five of our hyhinals. "CHRISTLIAS"
,
a familiar
setting to a Tate and Brady version of "v;hile Shepherds watched their
flocks by Night", is given in seven hyamals: THE CHRISTIAN SCISITCE
HY1(INAL, FRE-E liETHODIST HYLINAL, THE EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN HYLIN-BCOK , •
THE liETHODIST HYIilNAL, HYIiNS 0? WORSHIP AND SERVICE, HYIiNS FOR THE
LIVING AGE, and THE MAGNIFICAT. The tune "THi^TCHER" finds a place
in five hymnals.
"xiNTIOCH" is assigned to Handel and Lowell Mason by the
eight hymnals which include this fine old tune. It seems to have
first ao-oeared in 1833 in Hawhes' COLLECTION OF TUNES as "CCLiFORT".
The Canadian Episcopal hymnal does not recognize Handel's claim as
1. BaLTZELL - HISTORY OF MUSIC. P. 209.
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well-grounded. James T. Li^htwood, seel^ing further information
concerning the origin of "AITTIOCH" received from Professor prout
the opinion that "it is very le.r from Ha.ndel."^" It seeuis to be
of American origin, but the source remains shrouded in mystery,
^^'edded to V'att's Nativity hymn — "Joy to t..^ orld"
,
"AITTIOCH"
has attained great popularity. It has an honored place in C.2,
,
Co. 97, :;I.5:.75, F.M.31, P. 98, S. 112, 3. 137, and U. 195.
The overture to Arne's opera ARTAX2RXES contains a
minuet from v.-hich is taicen the tune "ARLINGTON". R. Harrison was
the first to arrange it as a hymn-tune. In 1784 it appeared in
his SaCRED .-..vXNY, Si^ht inodern hymnals are continuing its use.
Third and last of the opera composers was Rousseau
(1712-1778) from whom the adaptation of "GREENVILLE" has come.
The Christian Science, ?ree Methodist c: nd Methodist Episcopal
hymnals continue its use.
LATER TUI^S.
As the great Wesleyan movement spread over Britain, every
struggling church musician endeavored to write in the free, fugu-
ing style. ?rom this abundance of material hymnody has gleaned
much that is beautiful and sr)iritual. Among these real contribu-
tions to sacred song may be listed "SIL^TSR STREET", "TRURO"
^
"CARLISLE", "FILLMORE", "ESSEX", "GERLIANY"
,
" JEIaETT "
,
and"WILMOT".
1. LianrvooD - htmn-tunes' and their story, p. 350.
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From Dr. Gauntlett (1805-1876) comes the old Methodist tune "IflBY",
-which f>-aces in Co. 114-250, L.'387 , P. 95, Sw. 514 , and 7/. 435.
l^IETHCDIST Turns IN AMERIOA.
The newly developing ENGLISH HYllN beca.ne popular in
America through the "fuguing" tunes which Billin^zs introduced dur-
ing the days of the Revolution. His example v'S.s followed by Oliver
Holden, a youn? business man of Charleston, Massachusetts, whose
tune "GORONATICN" is still the popular setting for "All Hail the
Power of Jesus Name" so far as America is concerned. These fug-uing
tunes ran their course then ;^ave T'jay, in the nineteenth century, to
the more artistic end worshipful melodies of Hastings, Mason, Conke^'-,
Bradbury, and others of less note.
Thomas Hastings, early sponsor of the new HYIiN, composed a
thousand or .;iore tunes. Modern hymnody retains from this extensive
list a group of four, all of which hsve entered into the most sacred
experiences of life. "TOPLADY", the simple devotional tune to
"Rock of Ages", first appeared in 1830 in SPIRITUAL SONGS. Nine"
Protestant hymnals include it. "0RT0N7ILLE" occurs in seven books.
"RETREAT" may be found in Co. ^-21, C.S.19, M.E.349, S.223, and
Stjit. 560. "ZION", the musical setting to William Williams well-known
hymn "Guide Me, Thou Great Jehovah", finds a place in C.S.133,
F.M.137-30S, M.E.64,460, and P. 408.

XLowell Mason's £.''oility as an arranger and adapter of tunes
led him deeply into the realms of eccle siy stical and of folk music.
His tunes represent every type of music from the old Plainsong to
the rfiOdern day, and from each he has retained a beauty and strength
which makes him an outste.nding figure in the field of church music.
The Methodist hymn-book alone uses thirty-three different tunes,
which Mason either composed or arranged. From the present survey
are discovered eleven comnon tunes. In point of familiarity "BETrIn.NY"
,
"BOYLSTON" and "OLI'^.'ET" seem to oe on an equality for all occur in
nine hymnals. Even among the three however, "BETHi\NY" seems to
hold a more revered place. Its strains have long echoed from the
towering cathedra.l and tne humble mission. In tne house of hiourning
it brings solace i.iore often tnan any other hymn. Truly "BSTHi\NY"
has entered into the very fibre of the Christian Church.
Other familiar tunes by Mason are "LABAN", "ROCKINGHi^M"
,
"WAflD", "-^^iTCMAN", and "HEBRON".
In the nineteenth century the AMERICAII OCSPEL SONG began
to evolve. Ma.ny composers of this period accepted both types and
composed tunes for each. Definitely in the EITCJLISH HYMN style, how-
ever, are "JUST AS I and "REST" by Bradbury, "RATHBUl'" by
Conkey, and "SILOAIvl" by I'Toodbury.
THE ENGLISH HYIvlN with its origin in the native folk-song
of Britain, has and is making a large contribution to the congre-
gational singing of the Protestant Church. Through trie "Methodist"
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tunes of the Wesleys, their later follov/ers, and Aifjerican
composers, our hymnody is peculiarly enriched in rhythrn and
melod3'".
1?5
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4THS ?L.C2 OF the: gOSPSL SCIia IN lIOPaRlI HYIIITODY.
Sacred hyninody has ever sought to be a conserving agency
for the Christian Church, taking unto itself only such materials
as have proved their spiritual \vorth. The refining fire of ortho-
dox criticism, which has been turned upon each neiv type of song in
its turn, is now engaged in combating the AMERICAN GOSPEL SONG.
Conceived in the old "Spirituels" of camp-meeting fame, these
rhythaiic and soiiiewhat sentimental uielodies with their modern four-
part harinony gre\7 to be the vehicle by which the great evangelics.l
campaigns of the past century were carried on. Judged by their
practical results rather than by artistic value, their worth is
unquestioned.
The survey of our hymnbooks reveals the introduction of
some trenty GOSPEL SONGS. They have found their strongest c\llies
in those denominations which are non-liturgical snd strongly
evangelistic. Thus from this co:;::.;on liGt the Llethodiet hy-;.n-book
contains the greatest number, the Jree Methodist Dook second, and
the Canadian Episcopal hymnal ranks third.
THE SPIRITUAL - GOSPEL SONG.
It is said that somewhere between 1850 and 1865 the
SPIRITUAL became a GOSPEL SONG, and that men like Dadmun, Horoce
Waters, O'Kane, Philip Phillips, Asa Hull, and Hartsough all
helped in the change. Some SPIRITUALS were so adiuirable both in
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Iform and content that they ea.sily passed over into the XSPEL
SOlTCx group. Auiong favorits tunes of such an ori-^in, claim is
made to "FOUNTAIIT", "LCVIIia KINDIJESS", and "I^Y BELOVED".
"LOVING KINDNESS", a product of the old-fashioned camp-
meetin-7, is noted for its rrieer curvet in every second line.
"LOVi::^ KI1TD2TSSS".'''
At the conclusion of each stanza the fourth line is re-
peated to serve as s refrain, even though the accompanying tune
is not so marked.
—
I I
This melody is given in TIiS I^ETHODIST HYMNAL (380), the FREE
JilETHODIST HYIvINAL (54) and HY1.INS OF WORSHIP AW SERVICE (273). In
all of these books it is dated 1330 and accredited to ^Yilli^m
Oaldv-ell.
"FOUNTAIN" appears in our Free Methodist end Methodist
Episcopal hymnals. In both it is called "CLEANSING FOUNTAIN".
1. FREE iHETHODIST HYMNAL. P. 34.
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Representative of certain songs without choruses
which nevertheless have a typically "Spiritual" tune, Llr. Lorenz
mentions "MY Bj^LOI^D"."^
5
Thou, in xwse fres-ence souu TA^E:. DE-ii\6rtT^0r< whcsm in AF-T»»iCT-(cr< T gauu.
My <JONk-^KT BV "DM AND >AY IK n^E MGHV, >W HOPE, MY SAU-VA-n-m^ M.Y AUU.
LATER aOSPSL SONGS.
Among the early advocates of the ii.^RICAN GOSPEL SOiTG
stands Y/iHiam Bradbury (1816-1838). Noted as a composer of
"Methodist" tunes, he lilcewise gave of his creative genius in
this new field of church music. His "3RAD3URY"
,
"EVEN i^E", "HE
LEADETH jiE", "SOLID ROOiC" , and "SEEET HOUR OF pa:^YER" rank a,mong
the finest of our Americc-in tunes. His efforts have been augTimented
by such well-.cnov.-n Gospel composers as Robert Lowry, '.Villic-m Doane
,
Charles Converse, Mrs. Joseph Knapp, George Stebbins, '.Villism Sherwin,
Che.rles H. Gabriel, B.D.Ac^cley, L.H. Meredith, and Grant Colfax Tul-
lar. How closely the creative work of these composers reveals a
folk-song basis it is impossible to detenriine. They have developed
a recognized GOSPEL SONG type which modern hymnals find advantageous
for the less formal services of the church. They are the modern Ln.Y
songs of the Christian Church.
1. LORENZ - PRACTICAL CliURCH LIUSIC. P. 97
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iTH^JITIQIUL ..^LODIES.
"Free beauty is not bound
To one unmoved clime;
She visits every ground
And favors every tirne."-^
The Psalmody of the great Christian Church is a living-
testimony to this sentiment. lHven a casual glance into the ve.rious
hymn and tune books of the Church will reveal the presence of TRADI-
TICI^aL iiELODlES from many countries. Formerly the v;ord "traditional"
served merely as a convenient c lassiiica.tion for a mass of untraced
tune ,iiateria.l; today it occurs less often, for luodern compilers are
exerting every effort to search out hitherto unknown composers.
This activity along the line of musical research is offset in many
recent hy.imals by the introd^?ct ion of new materials from a variety
of sources. Thus the nuinoer of traditional airs in modern hymnals
range from seven in the CHRISTIAN SCIENCE HYyINAL to eighty-nine in
Williams' S0ICG3 0? PRAISE. Bet^veen these two extremes there exists
the common heritage of thirty-five jnelodies. Upon these the present
discussion will be based.
UNI^/ERSAL TUNES.
Few airs have attained such universal
-popularity a.s has
"ADESTE FIDELES", yet its origin is lost in obscurity. Records
show that early in the eighteenth century it was in use among Roman
1. .^.H.BULLEN - (London 1887) LYRICS FROM SONa-BOOICS OF ELIZABETHAN
xiGE •
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iCatholics. At that time inany fainilies of wealth haa taeir o\m
private chapels for worship. Thus it became customary for priests
^'ho possessed musical ability to visit one family after another
and copy music for their services. Durinji this period — in the
year 1751 — one John Wade ras a "pensioner" in the house of Nicholas,
Kinsc of Lancashire. Amon.s; the melodies that he cor)ied for his em-
ployer were "ADESTE ^ID^VZS^' , "STABAT liATER", and a "TAMTUM ERGO",
all of Fhich have come do\'m to modern times in Protestant and Catholic
hymnals ali]ie.
This was the first appearance of "ADESTE FIDSL2S", Not un-
til 1782 did it appear again, and then it ^-as printed in AN ESSAY ON
THE CHURCH PLiiIN-CHANT , a collection for Catholic use. Soon after
this, the Duke of Leeds visited the fortu3,uese Chapel in London
where he heard the tune sung. Introducing it a,t the "Antient Con-
certs" as "POflTUGUESS ^HYiiN"
,
he started it on a most successful
career. Vincent Novello was organist at the Portuguese Chapel, and
he it wss who assigned the tune to John Reading with the date 1380.
Nothing in any we^y resembling this inelody has been discovered in the
works of either of the composers by this name, so its history con-
tinues to re/i.ain a inystery.
Modern hymnals show great divergence of opinion concerning
the origin of this favorite melody. Three list it a s TR^iDITIONaL, •
three as "anonymous", three accredit it to Reading, Smith and the
Canadian Episcopal Hymnal give Wade's CANTUS DI^/ERSI - 1751, while
the FREE METHODIST HYMNAL is unique in its naming of Marcantoine
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Portagallo as composer. "ADSSTS FIDEIES" — ?:ith its fine modern
a.rrangement by Vincent Novello — is the one tune of this survey to
receive an honored olace in the entire list of hy.nnals, both Catho-
lic and Protestant.
A second tune of equal obscurity is "ALJSRICA". Two entire
vol-oines besides .7iany pages nave been written to trace the history of
this cosmopolitan haIf-Gregorian descant Icno^vn here as "AIcIERICA"
and in England as "OOD THE KING". Probably the :nost fa.niliar
story is that one which records how Henr3/ Carey in 1740 composed
the melody to be sun^ at a public dinner given in honor of Admiral
Vernon c-fter his caoture of Porto 3ello9 Brazil. Thoy.ir s Surette
,
1
in his MUSIC AND LIFE says that "ALlERICLi" originated in Saxony. In
harmony with his statement is another story which relates how, after
singing: it in 'Jermany for years to "Heil L'ir Im Siegel Kranz"
,
'iTiilliam G. Woodbridge brought it to Boston and gave it to Lowell
Mason. Ma.son passed on the tune to Smith, who \"7rote for it "Lly
Country »Tis of Thee" end -oresented the new hymn at the children's
celebration a,t ParL: Street Church, Boston, on July 4, 1832.
"AiERIGA" is sung in Switzerland to "Rufst du Mein Vaterland".
Russia sung it until 1833. Some yea.rs rgo it was adopted as the
Prussian nationa.l tune. Denmark uses it. This old tune has been
ascribed to Henry Purcell (1393), to Lulli, a French composer (1S70);
to "Ayre" by Dr. John Bull in lol3; to Thomas Ravenscroft; to a
ballad "Franklin is Fled Away", popular in 1669; and to a Scotch
carol "Remember, Thou Man", which goes as far back as 1309. Per-
haps we may conclude with Brown and Butterworth that • "Certain bars
~' i:u3ic a::d life. p. 131.
"
—
'
—
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of music, similar or identical v.iien plainsong was the common style,
were produced at different times and nlpces, and one man finally
ha,rmonized the wander in^ strains intv l com-plete tune.''"" That ma-n
seems to have been the popular English composer, Henry Carey.
These first two melodies hold a unique place in the realm
of traditional laelody in that they are iiot jou.:.. oy the cnaracter-
istics of any one country. The majority of folk-tunes show definite
national characteristics even thrbu^di the hyuin arrangement. Such
tunes rill he cou;ii.a.ered hy \.--cir respective countries.
lUTIONAL TUNIS S.
Youngest in point of folk-lore is AilERICA, yet from these
United States come tv/o tunes that are knoTO as TRADITICNAli : "liEAR"
and 'BATTLE HYMN 0? THE REPUBLIC". The former appears in six of our
modern hymnals. The Free liethodists accredit it to Aaron VUlliams,
the Unitarians to A GOLLlCCTION OF PSALIi TUNES FOR GO SPORT ,HAL:PSHIRE
C.1750, while the remaining books list it as "traditional", "unknown
and "American Air" 1726.
"BATTLE HYiiN OF THE REPUBLIC" is unquestionably American.
First sung at Southern campmeetings by colored and white congrega-
tions alike, this melody ^vas claimed by vailiaiii Steffe, a popular
composer of Sunday School .nusic. It je^^an its career as a nymn-
tune at Charleston, South Carolina, from whence it spread even into
the Methodist hymnals of the North.
T: brown and BUTTER^AORTH - THE STORY OF HYuN AUD HYl^iN-TUIIES
. pTsSS
.
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The Civil Y/a.r came, '^aile the Tv;elftii Ms.ssachusetts Regi-
ment was stationed at Tort 'Varren, C&ptain Hallgreen heard two home-
sick recruits from Maine sin^^^ing
Say, brothers WIUU YaU US? ^AY
,
?.h3TH-BK5 VNiuVi You )AE- B*r
? ^aY, brothers VMIUU You me-ET vis. ON Oa-NAANS >AAP--pY SHORE ?7 y vmiuu ^_^'r^• , naans aap " y shore
Delighted with the aielody, he massed it on, cuid it oecame the camp
song. In place of the old ca.^p- ..eet in^ words there was substituted
a parody which ^^rew up about a goodnatured Scot in camp named John
Brom — not the Har^Der's Terry hero — who took these musical jests
in £,ood spirit. <De_ore 'cl.e period of trainin^, vas over Gilmore
brought to camp a band which took the tune and harmonized it. .*s
the Twelfth Regiment went to the front they sang their song every-
where. On Boston Common and in New York City the people grew fenzied
with excitement over it. It was in December of 18S1 that a small
party of civilians visited one of the outposts of tre arr.y on Virginia
soil. After witnessing a skirmish, the little ^.roup listened to the
strains of the camp melody ?s it ya,s wafted upT^^a.rd from the tented
city below, where-upon the Reverend jE,;iies Freeman Clarke urged one
of the party — Julia. Ward Howe — to set grander words to the familiar
array tune. The result we know.
Since that time the "BATTLE HY:^N Q? TME REPUBLIC" has travel-
ed widely. It is sung in Europe and England. Kitchener's soldiers
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sung it arounu t..:e V.orla even to the far corners of South Africa
a.nd the Soudan. This melody is becoming a comiiion heritage to all
peoples. Five modern hymnals — the Tree Methodist, Sv^edenborgen
,
Unitarian, Smith's ana '.Villia.us' — include it.
Most popular among ENGLISH TRADITIONAL melodies is "IITIIC-
CEIITS". During- the early nineteenth century church music declined
so greatly that there arose a Society for Promoting Church Music.
FrOxH 184S-49 this organization published the PARISH CHOIR, in
which appeared " IIIITOCENTS" . Its piece among old psalm-tunes at
the end of volume three led it to be variously designated as
"Ancient litany", "Latin air", etc. This uncertainty of origin
is evident in the nine hymnals from which our data is gained, for
the Lutheran and Presbyterian books call it an "Old French melody";
HYMNS FOR THE LIVINCJ AGE accredits it to Handel (17?8) with the
arrangement by Willipm IJonk; THE PILGRIU HYliUAL (370-401) and
FREE METHODIST HYlflJAL (485) list it l^y the name of its arranger,
William Monk; Jones' BOOK OF COMLION PRAISE (314) gives the follow-
ing: Lines 1,3 are in CHRISTliAS. 1.3 is 1.1 repeated,
" 1 also is in STOEL by T.Walker in Ripoon's
SELECTION OF P3AUI 8, HY1£N TUNES, isOS.
" 4 is in a FRENCH CHilNSON ascribed to Thibaut
,
Kino- of Navarre. (lo01-54) and printed in
0. Burney's HISTORY OF MUSIC, 1776, Vol. II ,P . 130
.
Lightwood comes forwrrd to present the name of Joseph
Smith of Halesowen. This iaan, born in 1800, spent most of his
life in his native town where he became an aiaateur musician of
1. LIJHTWOOD - HYMN-TUNES AND TI^SIR STORY. PP. 287-9.
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some note. Besides beirij^, an excellent alto sinuer, he composed a
number of hy,nn-tunes and pieces for Sunde.^'- School festivals. On
psi'^e five of his neatly copied folio manuscript there appeared a
tune in two parts set to words, ca.lled "The Sun". It is said that
s ^i-oun^- lady governess from Halesowen Rectory toolc the tune Tith
her to London, where it csjne into the possession of the editor of
the PARISH CHCIR. In its revised state it received a. place in the
1861 edition of imiNS A^TCIRI^T nlTD LlODERIT, has since become
popular. Such is the extent of our information concerning this
tune
.
Other TRADITIONAL ..IRS liie " jCTSR", "ICIiia'S LYiTI-
"
,
"ST. DAVID", "ST. LlilRY", " LUITOLO^'FAIJ"
,
"DOLaSLLY", "IRISH" and
"AR HYJ Y H03" show the rich source from ^-hich come our I^n^lish,
Irish and Vvelsh tunes. These heive won their way into our recent
hymnals.
3rSR:.lAlT folk-music ha.s entered deeply into our congrega-
tional song throu...n the ^reat CHORiiLES and throu^^^h such arrange-
ments of Lowell Mason as the noble "HURSLEY" and "IJENDON". Be-
sides these we have two well-known airs "SLISC0M3S" and "I/I'SITDEBRAS"
.
The former is a picturesque tune i/i-iiich is said to date as far back
as 1700, although some hymnolegists believe that date to be a century
too early. Williams' "SOITGS O'P PRAISE" (95) assigns it to MAINZ
GESANG3UCH, 1833. It appears to be a Catholic hymn in EIJGLI3H HYMN
rather than CKOR.'.L£ style of composition. Of "IIENDEBPAS" we find no
further data than thst it oe^^-an as a German drinking song — popu-
lar among students — and was lifted to the realm of Christian
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hyinnody. find it in Co. 305, F.M.174, M.S. 47, p. 52, S.53,
c.nd Sw. 82.
Of HS5R2^,Y origin i.: the tune "LSCNI". Its entrance into
Christian Song is somewhat as follows. Aoout the year 1770 Thomas
Olivers attended a conference at ^Vesley's Cha.pel in City Road.
Visitin^: the Jevjish synagogue in Aldj_ate one Friday - \ 't, he heard
a version of the Jewish Yigdal or old Hebrew Doxology, which is
usually suns on the eve of the Jewish Scbbath. Much impressed by
the old .jelody, Oliver r.polied to the ca.ntor Leoni m copy.
For this musical setting he wrote his hymn "The God of Abraham
prf'ise". Tirst loublished in leaflet form, it later ap-neared in the
(!)rOSP2L for «.pril, 1775. In 1781 John .esley included
"L20NI" in his "SACRED HARIIONY" and thus it has come down to the
Cony re rational, Candian E-^ieco"oa.l, I^ethodist, Swedenborgen
,
Williams and Unitarian ny.anals. The origin of tnis ...elody is quite
unknov/n. Li-:htwood''" doubts its being much older tha-n the eighteenth
2
century. I-utkin c-i/ ^rri-^ies it re He'^rew, but ---r -r it lpc':r the
characteristics of great antiquity, and shows the influence of
modern harmony.
"SICILIaM :,1;-RIN2R3" and "CRUSADERS HYLIN" are ooth said to
have originated in the little Island of Sicily. "SICILIAN MARINERS"
first appeared in 1794 ^-hen the Reverend V^.Tsttersall published his
musical edition of l.BRRICK » 3 PSALLIS. Here tne i.elo ,y is set to the
Nineteenth Psalm and named "SICILIAN HYMN". Efforts to trace its
origin have proved futile. According to reliable authority it is
1. HYIuN TUi^IES AND THEIR STORY. P.I43
2. LUTICIN - MUSIC IN THE CHURCH, p. 5*.
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unknov.ii in Sicil]/ at the present day. This aelody is said to
bear a strong, re sei;iblance in form e.nd melody to tne follc-tunes of
Southern France. A drone bass \vhich forms an essential feature
in folk-tunes of that section seeui to establish a relationship
Ydth "SICILI.-xN liUiRIrlEHS" . Although unknov.!! in Sicily ;it the pre-
sent time, this tune is sun^- by gondilers in Venice on St.Mary's
Day to the vords "0 Sanctissina , Purissima".
"CRUSADEHS HYilN" or "A3CAL0N" has for years been accepted
as the national air of the Crusades. liodern research comes to dis-
countenance this "Crusa.der" story by discovering that the ' vrnn-tune
is totally unlilce the style of that period; by showing; that other
papers of that time in no way substantiated this supposed discovery
as related in the EVAKGSLICAL .jIAOAZINE for June 1850. The tune is
No. 2.87 in SCHLE3ISCKS VOLKSLIEDER , a collection of Sicilian folk-
songs by Hoffmann and Richter -oublished. in 1842. In the preface to
the book we read "In the Siimmer of 1836 I visited a friend in the
country (referring to the district of Glatz) . Towards evening I
heard the haymakers singing; I made inquiries — they sang folk-songs
which to me seemed worthy of being collected. For this purpose I
associated myself with my friend Richter, and we divided the work
between us. He had charge of f'^e musical portion, and I took the
rest.""^ "CRUSADER'S HYHN"
,
then, is a Sicilian folk-song.
Gauntlett took the melody, adopted it as a hymn-tune, and
inserted it in the OONJREGATIONAL PSAWODIST. Curiously enough an
LIGHTWOCD - HYMN TUNES AID THEIR STORY. P. 339.
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eighteenth century tune "DALSTON" opens v/ith the same phrase, and is
similar throughout. Further research may throw additional light on
this interesting old tune ^vhich occurs in our Congregational, Metho-
dist, Presbyterian hyranals and HYI^NS 7CH T'lS LIVING AGE.
In this resume of familiar traditional melodies we close
v/ith tv:o tunes which are generally attributed to the folk-music of
Spain. "3ALERI.IA" — rccredited to Hugh Wilson as composer in some
books, end to Robert Simpson as arranger in others — is generally
considered of Spanish origin so far as modern compilers have been
able to determine. "SPAITISH CHA^^T" or "SFAMI3H HYMN", retained in
seven of our modern hyranals, receives the general classification of
"Spanish Llelody" from five hynnals — F.M. 242, L.213, :LI.E.352, P. 236-299
and Sw. 100-121 — and "arranged by Benjavmin Carr (1824 or 26)" from
the remaining two.
PRESENT TENDENCIES.
The apToreciation of TRADITIONAL TUNES is a growing movement
throughout all branches of the Christian Church. So apparent is this
tendency that one, with considerable safety, ma^y make the generaliza-
tion that the more recent the hymnal the reater number of TRADITIONAL
airs it will contain. Sidney Nicholson confirms this opinion when
he says that the attempt is being made in recent collections, notably
the ENGLISH HYMNAL, to find in traditional folk-song melodies a source
1. NICHOLSON - CHURCH MUSIC. P. 95.
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for popular hymn tunes. Compilers 8.re unearthing some fine tunes
as an exaininat ion of recent, inde-oendent hymnals shoT7. HYMNS FOR
THS LIVING AGE by Professor Smith of Boston University reveals the
adoption of some fifteen new melodies. Wiiliams* SONG 0? PRP.ISE
bears eloquent testimony to this movement by presenting eighty-nine
TRADITIONAL melodies — a most unusual collection.
Such hymnals are but continuing the efforts begun by mis-
sionary groups and Christian Associations to create a spirit of
universal goodwill. FOLK SONGS OF MANY PEOPLES and COLLEGE y-I3SI01I-
ARY HYMNS, with their melodies from every land, sought to create
among college youth an understanding friendship for all races and
peoples. Denominational and independent hymnbooic compilers e.re
catching that sa-ie v^orld passion. The eagerness with which the
songs of the common folk are being accepted everywhere is but an-
other indication of the fulfillment of that angelic prophecy of
long ago
,
"AND ON EARTH PEACE
AMONG im OF GOOD PLEASURE."
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1Dean Lutkin of Northw stern Universit^^ , in considering
our Christian musical heritage, maizes the significant statement
that the hyinn tune "Is the one channel through which we can col-
lectively voice our offerings of prayer and praise to Al^nighty
God, the one medium by which all can unite in an inspiring act of
worship, and the only r^es-ns by which the people as a whole can be
swayed by a single impulse or uplifted by a comiuon impulse."^"
Hymn singing offers a precious bond of union with the past as well
as a common bond of unity in the present. The Christian Church
should rejoice in its mighty heritage of song.
Far back in the earliest days of the World's history, the
native love of music begr-n slowly to evolve a follc-song which should
one day find its impetus in the life-t rtinsforrning message of the
Christ. This folk-song early became the vehicle by which the common
folk propagated the truths of the new faith. In the days of the
SiiiRLY CHRISTIAN CHURCH, folk-song and Christian hymnody were wed.
As democratic y/orship began to oe suppressed, tue Grnostics and
x^rians arose in protest. Then ca^me the L^IDDLE AOES wnen ecclesiasti-
cal supremacy was challenged by the Albigenes, Waldensians and the
Hussites, "'e may say, however, that the real power of the Church,
up to and including the Middle Ages, lay in the multitude of carols'
which developed — without tne influence of conscious art — through-
out Europe and Great Britain.
The fifteenth century witnessed the outbreak of a mighty
RS70RliATI0N. The carols and folk-songs of Genaany furnished Luther
1. LUTKIN - MUSIC IN TliE CHURCH, p.l.
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\rith musical settings for his laajestic chorales. Calvin, desiring
a plain unison Psalmody, had recourse to the folk-;nelodies of :?'rance.
These tunes in turn were augmented "by native Scotch melodies which
Knox and his fellow exiles adopted a.fter their return home. Thus
Protestantism led by Luther a.nd Cslvin, sung its iiTay into the hearts
of the folk ^7ho were everywhere hungering and thirsting after the
vital message of the Gospel.
Lastly, in the MODERN ERi\, folk-music again proved its af-
finity for Christianity. Under the incentive of the ^rest v^esleyan
Revival, the English hymn developed. Routed and grounded in native
folk-song, the Llethodist tunes :iindled the flames of evangelism
throughout England, ?/ales, and even in the New '.Vorld. Scarcely a
century later there arose in Aiiierica. the Spiritual-Gospel Song —
outgrowth of the Middle '.^'est and Southern campmeet ings. Finally, the
gre8,t missionfjry movements of the Church discovered — and are dis-
covering — in every land, indigenous melodies which orove invaluable
for the great evangelistic c.au educational pro^^raui of Christianity.
The various influxes of folk-music into Christian Congrega-
tional Song were not simply movements of a day or a generation.
Pcrticularly from the time of the Reformation was it true that hymnody
v/hich evolved from each non-conformist group was greater than the
SDCCific doctrines of the group which created it. And so the best
hymns and tunes from each movement have been combined to form a great
cosmopolitan hymnody. It ioes not seem strange, therefore, that the
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Iaverage run of people find more sacred associations intertwined
v/ith their hymns end tunes tha.n \vith their Prayer Book, or pos-
sibly even the Bible itself.
Modern hyinnboo'^s , while slorj in adopting the lighter CAROL
melodies, do include a few of the best kno^rn ones. Recent hymnals
show strong tendencies toward o.dmitting many more. A common list
of thirty-seven German CHORiilES bear witness to the _reat Lutheran
movement. Seventeen PSALM tunes represent the influence of Calvin-
ism in (Geneva, Scotland, and England. peculiEirly native to Britain
is the ENG-LISH HYLIN. So influential have been the Methodist tunes
that our hymnals still retain more than forty of them. These combine
the folk melodies of England, Wales, and America. The GOSPEL SONG of
America adds the real contribution of the New Y/orld, however. Lastly,
our hymnals contain a goodly n^umber of TILiDITIONAL aIRS — universal
and national — which to the already large number of different folk
strains add yet others.
This is our heritage. Hallowed with rich associations from
the past and sanctified by the lifeblood of many martyrs. Christian
Psalmody comes to the modern Church as a priceless possession. V/ho
shall a.ssess the debt of the Christian Church to the people for its
devotional music? Pure folk lays teach the oneness of inankind; they
are notes of common joys and common griefs. 'These songs strike a
common chord which shall yet lead mankind into the unity of a saner
world — into the consciousness of Eternal Love.
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II ST OF ABBREVIATIONS.
O.S. The Christian Science Hymnai. 1910
Co. THE PILGRIM HOTAL. 1912
F.M. FREE IvIETHODIST HYI^NAL. 1910
C.E. THE BOOK OF COMON PRAISE (Canadian Episcopal) 1909
L. THE EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN HYMNAL. 1924
M. E. THE HSTHODIST HYHNAl. 1905
p. HYl'iNS OF '.WORSHIP AND SERVICE. (Presbyterian) 1908
R.C. ST. BASIL'S HYMNAL. (Roman Catholic) 1918
S. HYI'£NS FOR THE LIVING AGS. (Smith) 1923
Sw. THE MAGNIFICAT. ( Swedenborgen) 1911
U. HTMK AND TUNE BOOK. (Unitarian) 1914
7/. SONGb OF PRAISE. ('.Villiarns) 1925
CM. Corrunon Metre.
D.G.M. Double Common Metre.
L,il. Long Metre
.
D.L.M. Double Long Metre.
S.M. Short Metre,
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